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2012 WORKSHOP SPEAKERS

William Atkinson: A retired Printer/Purchasing Agent for Michigan State University. Bill has been doing genealogical 
research for over twenty years. A member of a number of Societies in the US, Canada and England, has coordinated a 
major genealogy conference and is a speaker at many societies and military groups.
  
Clarice Bird: Grew up in Southeast Texas, on a steady diet of family stories. After high school, she attended Brigham 
Young University, where she took her first formal genealogy class. Then, she got married and had six children. After a 
thirty year break from school, she completed a bachelor’s degree in family history at Brigham Young University through 
independent study. Her degree was in family history. Clarice has taught genealogy classes and given presentations in Lake 
Havasu City, Saddlebrooke, and Green Valley.

Maurice Cavenee: Director of the Casa Grande Family History Center, has been interested in family history since 
her teen years. With a BA in Business Education, using the computer has come naturally to her. Maurice has teaching 
experience in church, music, school and family history on all levels, from youngsters through community college classes.

Betty Cook: Was born and educated in Wisconsin and lives in Tucson, AZ. She has been researching fourteen family 
lines for thirty years and has started a writing project on one of those lines. Betty has attended national conferences, 
seminars and classes each year to keep informed on the latest genealogy information. She has served as an officer of 
several genealogy societies including the Arizona Genealogical Advisory Board. Betty is currently a docent at the Arizona 
Historical Society. She teaches and lectures on a number of genealogy topics and takes suitcase presentations to local 
schools. Betty also organizes cemetery tours and “A Night at the Museum” program at AHS.

Jerry Flowers: Started doing family research about 25 years ago, and upon retirement in 1994, and was able to spend 
more quality time searching for his ancestors. The research was easier than most since both sides of Jerry’s family came 
from England. On his mother’s side Jerry has documented ancestors back to 1157 and has now begun the search on his 
father’s side. That documentation now stands at 1820. Jerry has been a member of the Green Valley Genealogical Society 
for the past eight years, and a former GVGS Board Member for six years. In 2006 he established the GVGS Library and 
served as the librarian for five years. As a member of the Green Valley Computer Club, Jerry teaches classes on the Family 
Tree Maker Genealogy Program and using a Digital Camera in genealogical research. 

Kathleen Goodrich: Kathleen Stewart Goodrich earned a Masters of Education degree from Northern Arizona 
University and has taught all ages in three different states.  Her strong teaching emphasis is evident throughout her 
entertaining classes and lectures.  Kathleen’s hands-on style encourages audience participation by giving everyone 
opportunities to problem-solve and practice new skills.  She is a staff member of the Buckeye Family History Center, 
Buckeye, Arizona and a member of the Utah Genealogical Association.

   When Kathleen was sixteen years old her father handed her the family bible, then dropped her off at the Los Angeles 
Family History Center.  Sitting at a microfilm reader for hours, scanning the census, effectively inoculated her against the 
genealogy bug for years.  That all changed dramatically when she accidently found her grandmother’s wedding ring.  She 
vowed once and for all to learn the truth about her family’s tradition of gold mines and racehorses.  
The research journey into her grandmother’s past was not only successful, but life-altering.   Kathleen now dedicates her 
time helping others discover the hidden lives of their ancestors, as well as encouraging them to write their own life stories 
for their children and grandchildren.  

Shirley Gage Hodges: Has been actively doing genealogical research since 1967.  She has taught genealogy classes 
and seminars - both for the novice and advanced genealogist - in the U.S. and Canada since 1994.  She has also been a 
guest lecturer for several college-level programs.  Although she specializes in tracing female ancestors, she covers a wide 
variety of topics for both the novice and advanced genealogist.  Shirley served as President of the Genealogical Speakers 
Guild from 2006-2010.  She is a member of the Association of Professional Genealogists, the National Genealogical 
Society and numerous state and local societies.  She became a columnist for The Global Gazette in June 2006.
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Pam Ingermanson: Has been involved in family history work since 1997.  She and her husband, Len, served as 
directors of the Tucson Family History Center from 2000-2007.  They were released from that position to serve a mission 
at the Family History Library in Salt Lake City.  Pam’s one liner about her missionary experience - “Nothing like being 
locked in the candy store for a year!”  Pam and Len live in Tucson and are the parents of five wonderful children and one 
darling granddaughter.  

Theda Goodfox Kresge: Is a fullblood Native American from the Pawnee Tribe of Oklahoma.  She grew up in 
Oklahoma and was educated there.  She is a product of a government Indian Boarding School and received degrees from 
Central State College (now the University of Central Oklahoma), University of Oklahoma and Oklahoma State University.  
She worked for 37 years in the Behavioral Health, Education and Vocational Rehabilitation fields.  Theda’s interest in 
genealogy was a result of curiosity.  The course work she took in research methods served her well in her field of work 
and with the family research she does now.  Theda was fortunate to have had a grandmother who told her stories and 
whetted her interest in her tribe.  After retirement Theda has more time to pursue her interest in researching and seeking 
tribal and genealogical information.  

Steve Packer:  Was raised in Utah in the small farming/mining community of Heber City.  His career has been in 
data communications with the final 25 years in International Sales.  Steve was exposed to genealogy by his father who 
collaborated on a book on the Packer family.  Since retiring Steve has worked on his family’s German genealogy and has 
made several trips to Germany to find family records that have not been microfilmed or available on indexed data bases.  
Since December 2007 Steve has been serving three days a week at the Mesa Regional Family History Center.

Duane Roen: is Professor of English at Arizona State University where he serves as Assistant Vice Provost for 
University Academic Success, as well as Head of Interdisciplinary and Liberal Studies. He coordinates the Project for 
Writing and Recording Family History. Throughout his professional life, Duane has taught students how to write more 
effectively. In his personal life, he has gathered family history information on more than 32,000 ancestors.

Steve Packer: Was raised in Utah in the small farming/mining community of Heber City.  His career has been in 
data communications with the final 25 years in International Sales.  Steve was exposed to genealogy by his father who 
collaborated on a book on the Packer family.  Since retiring Steve has worked on his family’s German genealogy and has 
made several trips to Germany to find family records that have not been microfilmed or available on indexed data bases.  
Since December 2007 Steve has been serving three days a week at the Mesa Regional Family History Center. 

Chris Seggerman: Was born in Ohio but grew up in north Phoenix. After graduating in 1999 from ASU West with 
a degree in English, and working for the ASU West Express, he became the Managing Editor of the Bandera Bulletin in 
Bandera, Texas. He returned to Phoenix, worked for a small newspaper chain and changed careers in library work. He 
worked for more than two years with the newspaper collection of the Arizona State Library, preparing newspapers for 
microfilming and transfer to the Archives Division. He has worked in the Genealogy collection since 2007. He lives in 
Goodyear with his wife, Krista, his stepsons, and new genealogical addition, Sam, born September 2011. 

Edie Sly: Has been doing family history research since 1984, mostly in the midwest states.  She has also done Danish, 
German and Norwegian research and a small amount in Mexico.  Edie has lectured at the Arizona State Genealogical 
Society, Green Valley Genealogical Society, Las Cruces (New Mexico) Genealogical Society, Voyager Resort and Sun 
City Vistoso Society in Arizona.  

Melba Preece:  Began doing family history and genealogy at the age of 15 when she lived in San Diego, California. 
Her mother would take Melba with her to the classes because she didn’t want to go alone. Melba started as a Missionary at 
the Mesa Family History Center in February of 1994 with her husband. Melba has taught classes and researched families 
in the United States and in the British Isles for many years.
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2012 LECTURE DESCRIPTIONS

A-1   FamilySearch.org:
   This lecture will be given to all in attendance, in the chapel, during this first hour of the day.  Come get      
acquainted with the exciting up-to-the-minute things happening at familysearch.org. 

B-1  Researching in Salt Lake: 
    Planning a trip to the “the candy store”?  Come get some tips on making your trip less stressful and more 
productive.

B-2  Examining Handwriting:
   How did our ancestors write? This lecture details a brief history of handwriting from the 18th Century and 
onwards, including: earlier handwriting styles and tools; where genealogists can expect to find handwritten 
documents; special techniques used in reading handwritten documents, and samples of several different styles of 
handwriting for analysis. 

B-3,C-3  Unpuzzle Your Past- One Piece at a Time - Beginning Genealogy:
    Get ready to discover who you really are! This entertaining class is for anyone wanting a simple, hands-on-
approach to Family History research---from absolute beginners, to those who are just not progressing. You will 
leave this class with the confidence and skills necessary to make researching your heritage the adventure of a 
lifetime!

B-4  Native American Research:
    This session will acknowledge that with Indian Ancestry there is a definite lack of adequate records collated 
in one site.  However, with diligence and research essentials there are ways and means to obtain the needed 
information.  Four major Keys will be identified in order to begin your Indian genealogy research.

B-5  Digital Cameras: 
   This program is focused on how to use the digital camera in genealogical research. It provides a step by step 
guide which results in the elimination of the paper normally accumulated during the research process. 
  
C-1  If there’s a will, I want to be in it: 
    This class will talk about what genealogical information can be found in wills and probate records. We will 
learn what records were created at each step of the probate process and where to locate these records. 

C-2  British Isles Research:
  The British Isles encompasses the countries of England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland. This class will cover the basics of 
researching in each of these countries using detailed class notes.

C-4  Clues to Conclusions:
   Do you have piles of paper regarding your ancestor but are still waiting for the one document to prove it all? 
This lecture will help you use what you already have to tie it all together.

C-5  Do It!-Indexing program: 
   Join thousands of indexing volunteers by learning to use an Internet-based program that will ultimately allow 
interested people all over the world to access information from birth, death, census, marriage records, etc.(at no 
cost). You can work at home, on your own computer 30 minutes here, 15 minutes there. Come learn the basics. 
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D-1  German Resources:
   This class will describe the information necessary to find the town or place of origin for your ancestor 
in Germany.  Also, will look at the new on-line sites that will aid in locating ancestors that are not easily 
identifiable.  There are many new on-line sources that will be shown. 
 
D-2,E-2   Writing Family History: A gift for Generations to Come: 
    Family history research possibilities have exploded with the development of the Internet. But the more we 
gather names, dates, and cold genealogical facts, the more we yearn for more personal connections to those who 
came before. This hands-on activity will offer constructive feedback that will help participants to develop their 
writing skills.

D-3  Alternate Death Resources-Funeral Home and Cemetery Research - Uncovering Research Tips
   Funeral Homes and Cemeteries are great resources to obtain facts about deceased relatives. This class will 
help you discover what is available and how to find information using these resources.

D-4  Courthouse Research:
   The county courthouse is a goldmine for U.S. researchers.  Receive an overview of what records are available 
and how their use can further your research.

D-5  What’s in a Name:
    The lecture will focus on techniques and finding aids to be used to find the reasons that people have the 
names that they do. The lecturer will discuss the naming patterns in the United States, the use of nicknames, and 
other ideas for identifying people

E-1  Germans from Russia: 
   Get clues on how to find your ancestors who were Germans living in Russia. Learn about the numerous 
resources to help in your Germanic Russian research.

E-3  Grandfather’s Trunk:
   “Grandfather’s Trunk” is a light hearted talk about that old trunk you may find in the attic and some of the 
items in that trunk and some research tips they may contain. Not all trunks will have that stack of documents 
that will give you all the information you need to complete your family tree but you may find some items that 
may provide a clue to help with putting some meat on the bones of your family history.
  
E-4  Newspaper Research:
    Did it Make the Newspaper? Many researchers feel their ancestors may not have been famous enough to get 
into their local papers, but small-town newspapers document all kinds of their citizens’ activities. Obituaries 
can contain much information, but find out what other events can provide important clues to tracking ancestors. 
If you want to find the ebb and flow of your ancestors’ daily - or weekly - lives, newspapers provide an 
irreplaceable window to history.

 E-5  There’s Gold in Them Thar Hills: Did your Ancestor Go West?:
    Many of our ancestors went West during the Gold Rush. This lecture helps us to understand the times in 
which they lived. There will be discussion of what was involved in their quest for gold. Many found great 
adversity as well as freedom and perhaps wealth. Focus will be on finding the records that will help us to learn 
more about them; the letters, diaries, manuscripts and old newspapers. 
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FamilySearch.org Website
Casa Grande Genealogy Workshop

28 Jan 2012
ALERT: The website is expected to make big changes in the near future and this handout may be outdated at 
the time of the class.

PARTS OF THE WEBSITE
Sign In:

•	 You need to make sure that you are a registered user. It is free and easy to do and there are parts of the 
website that only a registered user can access.  

•	 LDS Account for members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
•	 Family Search Account for the general public

Settings:
•	 Update your email address 
•	 Change your password, etc

Help: 
•	 Self Help—FAQ, tutorials, and help with all parts of the website
•	 Local Assistance—one way to find a family history center

If you are LDS, it is a way to find out who the family history consultants are for your ward
•	 Community Assistance—FORUMS

o The purpose is to ask questions and share expertise.
o Threads=discussion
o Anyone reading the forums, who knows the answer, can reply.
o It is worldwide and will soon be in 10 languages.
o Search by locality or topic.
o They have knowledgeable genealogists who are assigned to be the moderators of each group.
o They need your input. If you see a place where you can help or answer, please jump right in.

•	 Contact FamilySearch
•	 My cases

o This is a list of the problems/questions you’ve addressed directly with FamilySearch. 
o They are called “cases”. 
o Each case is given a #. Click on the Case # to see the details of any case.

•	 Feedback
o They really WANT your FEEDBACK!
o That’s how they improve the website and they really do listen.

Feedback: Quicker way to send feedback
Learn: 
•	 Research Wiki 

o No one person has all the answers-- EVERYBODY knows SOMETHING that can help SOMEONE 
else when we come together.

o Takes the place of the Research Outlines.
o A free collection of over 62,000 family history articles provided by family history enthusiasts

       from around the world.  They teach you how to find, use and analyze records in your ancestor’s 
       area.

o Makes it easy for people to share research information and useful tips. 
o Anyone can read an article on the wiki. You have to be registered to write or edit an article. 

o 
o 
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o Many of the articles found will have a direct link to the FHL Catalog. 
o Many hidden treasures may be found when using the wiki and catalog together.
o There is no information on individuals or families.
o Every article can have a “watch” put on it. You will then be sent an email when any changes or 

updates have been made to the article
o Each article posted on the wiki is checked for appropriateness but not for accuracy. That is the 

beauty of a wiki, it is self monitored by members of the community.
•	 Research Courses 

o Over 160 lessons, the goal is to have 4000
o For all levels, from beginning to advanced
o Some from the FHL classes, some from regional experts and some from professional genealo-

gists who have been hired by the LDS church to develop a class
o The classes can last from 5 minutes to about an hour
o Some classes are interactive . 

•	 Get Started
o Step by step videos to help people get started
o They are in 5 minutes or less segments
o Choose a chart

•	 Try TechTips
Family Search Centers

•	 Find a family history center by location or zip code
•	 Family Search Center is the “umbrella name” for all the different types of LDS family history centers. 

Free classes: Just another way to get to the research classes under Learn
•	 Family History Library in Salt Lake

o Place to go to find out information before going to Salt Lake, like hours, classes being offered during 
your visit, floor plan and parking.

Indexing
•	 Records are important. 

o Anyone who wants to help preserve valuable family information can easily extract it from historical 
records and provide free searchable indexes. 

o All of this can be done from the convenience of our own homes.
•	 Indexing is simple

o No special skills are required
o Volunteer when you have time  
o Just register, sign in, and follow the easy steps
o You can even choose the records you index

Blog
•	 Almost daily, there are very informative articles posted. Some I am interested in and some I am not.

Get to the previous site   
Free Civil War Records
Records 

•	 Three ways to search. All these are listed on the home page.
o Basic and advanced search—fill in the boxes on the home page. Only records that have been in-

dexed will be searched!  You will miss MILLIONS of records if you only do a search using the boxes
o Browse by location—the BEST way to search because so many records on the website have not 

been indexed. The browsable images link will narrow your search to a smaller section of the re-
cords, either by surname or location, depending on how the records are arranged on the microfilm. 

o 
o 
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o All records collection
Search Tips: If you do a search using the boxes, here are some tips to help with your search.

•	 * =wild card for one or more letters, ? =wildcard for just one letter
•	 If a person moved to a new country, try to spell their names the way they were spelled in the old and 

the new country
•	 When in Advanced Search,  try a search using “exact” or “match all terms exactly”  and then try it with-

out       
•	 By default, the year range is + or – 1 year
•	 Down arrow on the right to check information
•	 If you get too many hits, use the filters on the left side of the screen to limit the hits
•	 Indices vs. images  

o Not all information has an image.  
o Camera by the side of a collection=digital images available
o No camera by the side of a collection—it is an index only=no images are available

•	 When you find the person you want, click on the name
•	 You will see the extracted information

o You can copy all the information and add it to your genealogy program without having to retype it. 
o Paste into a basic word processing program like Notepad.  It is important to use a very basic pro-

gram because it strips out all the formatting used on the website.
o Make any changes to the information before copying and pasting from Notepad into your genealogy 

program.
•	 You can view the image, save the image to your computer, to a CD or flash drive. You can also search 

the collection or learn about the collection.
o Each collection that has images is different in how you get to the images.
o The LDS Church has agreements with several big companies and organizations. It depends on 

the agreement with the custodial record holder, how you will see the images.
o Some images are on the familysearch.org website and are always free.
o Some images are linked to another website and are also free.
o Some images are linked to a subscription website. If you are using a FHC computer, you can view 

the images free. If you are on another computer (like your one at home), you need to have a 
subscription to that website to view the image.

o Some websites can be accessed for free, by being involved with the indexing projects at family-
search.org and making a significant contribution indexing 900 points worth of records during a 
calendar quarter. Points are earned by the difficulty of the project you choose to index.

•	 To find the source for a collection there are two places to go. They show exactly the same thing, so 
whichever one is easier to find, that is where you need to look.
o If you are on the page for a specific database       
	Click on the “Learn more” link under the Description or Quick Facts
	It takes you to the wiki page
	Scroll down to the bottom of the page
	It is so easy to copy and paste the documentation into your genealogy program

o If you are on the page for a specific individual, click on “About this collection”.
•	 US Census--to find the residence for the census you must go to “Advanced Search”.
•	 Once you find an image you can print it or save it to your computer, CD or flash drive. You can also at-

tach it to your genealogy program.
FamilySearch adds millions of records, almost on a weekly basis, from all parts of the world. You need to check 
back OFTEN.
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Trees
•	 Contains the information that was once in Ancestral File.  
•	 REMEMBER: it is only as accurate as the person submitting the information.
Catalog

•	 Very different from the old catalog at familysearch.org. 
•	 There have been many changes because of the feedback they have received and there will be more 

changes.
•	 Types of searches:

o Place-names—you can type it like you say it but it will be listed from the largest to the smallest    
Arizona, Pima, Tucson

o Last names
o Titles
o Author information
o Subjects
o Call Numbers
o Film Numbers
o Keywords   

•	 Hits are listed alphabetically by topic
Vital records

•	 Click on the topic to see the individual items in the form of a microfilm, microfiche or book
Each item is linked to its specific information 

•	 Availability:
o Family History Centers=microfilm or microfiche that can be ordered through the FHC
o Family History Library=book or restricted microfilm and can only be accessed in Salt Lake City
o Indexed=click on hot link and it will take you to the digital images
o Digital images=hot link to the digitized book at BYU’s Family History Archives

Hopefully by the end of the year, you will order microfilm and/or microfiche from your home, it will be sent to the FHC 
you choose and you go there to view it.
Books

•	 Brigham Young University Family History Archive has produced a valuable collection of scanned histori-
cal books.

•	 This collection includes:
o Histories of families
o County and local histories
o How-to books on genealogy
o Genealogy magazines
o Periodicals (including some international)
o Medieval books (including histories and pedigrees)
o Gazetteers

•	 Many of these books were listed in the FHLC. If they were in the catalog, they still are listed there but 
there will be a hot link to the BYU archives and the PDF version of the book.

•	 They can be read or downloaded and saved.
•	 When you get into the book, it shows each page separately unless you scroll down and click “Printing 

Version”

©2011 Pamela Ingermanson  
All Rights Reserved

pam438@gmail.com
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Researching at the Family History Library in Salt Lake City
A visit to the Family History “Candy Store”

Pam Ingermanson

Casa Grande Genealogy Workshop
28 Jan 2012

Basic Information
•	 Founded in 1894 to gather genealogical records and assist members of The Church of Jesus Christ of 

Latter-day Saints with their family history and genealogical research 
•	 Largest library of its kind in the world 
•	 Open to the general public at no charge  
•	 Visited by an estimated 1,900 or more individual patrons and groups each day.
•	 The collection includes over 2.4 million rolls of microfilmed genealogical records; 727,000 microfiche; 

356,000 books, serials, and other formats; over 4,500 periodicals and 3,725 electronic resources. 
•	 Records available are from the United States, Canada, the British Isles, Europe, Latin America, Asia, 

and Africa. 
•	 A majority of the records contain information about persons who lived before 1930.

About Downtown Salt Lake City
Where to stay
Best Time to Visit
Before Your Library Visit

•	 Organize Your Information
Decide What You Want to Learn

•	 Search the FHL Catalog(FHLC)
To-Do list

•	 Research Logs
•	 Order vault records
•	 Check FHL classes 
•	 Things to pack

At the FHL
•	 Bring your information
•	 Order of things to research
•	 Use the professional consultants and the volunteers
•	 Machines
•	 Food

Things To Do Outside the Library
When You Get Home
Planning Your NEXT Trip
A more comprehensive handout will be given out the day of the class!
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TO DO LIST

Date Person or Place What I Need to Do
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PEN AND INK:
 EXAMINING HANDWRITTEN DOCUMENTS

Chris Seggerman

Arizona State Library, Archives and Public Records
January 28, 2012

Paleography - the study of old handwriting.

1600 Years of Texts
 Roman Rustic, Uncial, Gothic (Early, Texture, Bastarda), Humanest Minuscule, Italic

Italic
- Italic script came from the Italian Renaissance, and developed from Humanist Minuscule.
- It is faster script with fever strokes making up each letter, and it slants at about 80 degrees, unlike most 
previous scripts.

English Roundhand
- Also known as “Copperplate”
- Probably the most famous example is in The Universal Penman, by George Bickham, 1741.
- Developed from Italic script, an ancestor of our modern Cursive
– There was a faster version, for business, called a “running hand.”

What Did They Write With?  Quills!
- Trimmed, cut bird feathers.  Swan feathers were premium.  Goose was standard, though all feathers could be 
used and used from the 6th Century until about 1820.
- Must be trimmed of feathers, hardened and cut to shape.
- Will wear out, and had to be trimmed with a small knife called a penknife.

Ink 
- Comes from the Latin ‘encoustum’, the purple ink the Emperors used.  This, in turn, comes from the Greek for 
“to burn in.”
- Ink can be made of any sort of dye that marks paper.  Some recipes call for walnut shells, pulverized bark, and 
lamp black or other carbon.

Pencils
- Pencils came into use after the discovery of a large graphite deposit in England about 1565.
- Cased in wood, first by hallowing out a piece of wood and inserting a stick of graphite, then by joining two 
wooden halves together.

Dip Pens
- George Mitchell is credited with the first mass producing steel pen nibs in 1822.
- Joseph Gillott began making nibs in 1827 and added side slits to steel pens, making them more flexible, almost 
equal to a quill.
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Spencerian Script
-An American script developed by Platt Rogers Spencer and in use from 1850-1925.
- You can tell Spencerian by the shaded or swelled capital letters.
- Ascenders and Descenders are also shaded.
- Often used later for ornate signatures, and also the Ford and Coca Cola logos.

Palmer Method
- Published in 1894 as Palmer’s Guide to Business Writing. 
- Not so much a script but a method, where writers used more of the arm muscles and less of the finger.
- BUT: Palmer emphasized plainness and speed, so much of the “Swells” in Spencerian script vanished.

Fountain Pens
- Fountain pens were roughly in use from mid 1800s into the current day.
- Fountain pens combined the steel nib of a dip pen with a larger supply of ink.
- Fountain pens also regulate that ink supply so it writes at a fixed rate.
- To do this, there had to be three inventions: Nibs made of material that wouldn’t corrode, hard rubber, and 
free-flowing ink.  

Fountain Pens’ Ink Supplies
- Early pens were “eye dropper” pens, which carried ink in their barrels.
- Some manufacturers started using rubber sacs.
- Some early pens had cartridges of ink, made of glass.
- Some draw ink into the body with a piston.

Special German Scripts
- Instead of Italic, German scripts derive from Gothic script.
- Kurrentschrift or Alte Deutsche Schrift or “Old German Script” was in use in the 1800s.
- Sutterlin is a more modern script based on Kurrentschrift, designed by Ludwig Sutterlin.  Taught in German 
schools 1935-1941.

Ballpoint Pens
- A pen with a tube of viscous ink and a precisely-fit ball that rolls and spreads the ink on a page.
- Like a fountain pen, many different inventors worked on the basic idea, but Laszlo Biro put all the concepts 
together and applied for a patent in 1938.
- Use less free-flowing ink than fountain pens, but the ink is drier and less likely to smear
- It takes more pressure to write with a ballpoint than earlier styles of pen.
- Rollerball pens effectively combine the technology of a ballpoint with the liquid ink of a fountain pen.
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Unpuzzle Your Past---One Piece at a Time
©2011 Kathleen Stewart Goodrich, M.Ed.

 Get ready to discover who you really are!  Your family has a unique story.  Every person 
and event from your past--- every story of bravery and sacrifice, every act of betrayal and 
selfishness--- is what makes you who you are today.   A solid foundation in Family History 
research is the first step towards finding those stories and getting a new perspective on your 
life. This entertaining class is for anyone wanting a simple, hands-on approach to genealogy---
from absolute beginners, to those who are just not progressing.  You will leave this workshop 
with the confidence and skills necessary to make researching your heritage the adventure of a 
lifetime!         _____________________________________________________________

HOW TO MAKE ANYONE TALK

Don’t ask any questions---give gentle commands.  
Avoid the use of the words who, what, where, when, why and how.
Begin each gentle command with one of the following:
“Tell me about________________________________.”
“I’m curious about_____________________________.”
“Describe for me_______________________________.”
“I’ve always wondered about_____________________.”
After you’ve given the gentle command, listen to the answer.
When the person stops talking, remain silent for at least 2 minutes.
If you can’t think of the next question, just say, “Interesting.  Tell me more.”

Make Anyone Want to Talk, No Questions Asked! By Don Ray (www.donray.com)

Genealogical Problem Solving Tips

Start with the information you already have, in the location you know your family 
resides

	Find your family in every census record during the time they were alive.

	Be flexible when it comes to the spelling of names.  Surnames changed through time and were 
often spelled phonetically.

	
	Be aware of common nicknames---you don’t want to be looking for a second person when 

there is only one; Mary/Polly, Sarah/Sally, John/Jack, Alexander/Sandy, etc.
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	Identify and research all of the siblings and cousins of your ancestor.  Maybe they left a better 
paper trail.

	Many widows and widowers remarried.  Are you sure the woman you have listed as the wife 
of your ancestor is the mother of all of his children?

	As your family migrated, notice which families moved with them.

	Not every family kept moving west.  Some didn’t like the new area so they moved back to the 
previous location; others inherited land from parents or other relatives.

	When new names surface in your research go back and re-examine previous records for those 
new names.

	Probate records are especially valuable because the focus is the family.  Includes wills, invento-
ries, letters of administration and guardianships.  Useful for men and women.

	Never skip land records.  Prior to the Civil War, most adult free males owned land.  Wives’ 
names may be given when the land is sold.  Land records provide relationships when a group 
of heirs jointly sell inherited land---look for records with the words et al.

	Military pension files contain useful information.  Don’t overlook rejected applications.

	What religion was your ancestor?  Before state-mandated registration of vital records, church 
records will the best source for births, marriages, and deaths.

	Check the birth, marriage and death dates and make sure they are reasonable.  Does the chro-
nology fit?

	Focus on the area in which you know your ancestor lived.  Study a good map; be aware of the 
names of the townships and counties that border the ones you are searching.  Make note of 
dates of county formations.

You are looking for any signs of relationships.  Surnames that keep ap-
pearing on your ancestor’s records as witnesses, adjoining property own-
ers, bondsman, affidavits in pension files, your ancestor witnessing another 
person’s document.  Identify others married by the same minister as your 
ancestor, or buried in the same burial plot or nearby.   Establish the proba-
bility of your ancestor’s connection to others in the same location, and then 
use their records to find the answers you need.
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Genealogy Research Process
1. Set a goal     5. Copy the information
2. Decide which record   6. Evaluate the information
3. Locate the record   7. Use the results
4. Search the record

Conduct a reasonably exhaustive search for all information that is or 
may be pertinent to the question for which you are seeking an answer.

Genealogical Proof Standard

Goodrich’s Top 16 Websites

ancestry.com   google.com   heritagequestonline.com
familysearch.org   cyndislist.com  jewishgen.org
linkpendium.com   stevemorse.org  chroniclingamerica.loc.gov
rootsweb.com   usgenweb.org  automatedgenealogy.com
books.google.com   genealogybank.com wiki.familysearch.org
lib.byu.edu/fhc   geneabloggers.com worldgenweb.org

Kathleen Stewart Goodrich, M.Ed.  
 bloodlineconnections@gmail.com

    Tel. 623-687-0443
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First Steps Backward; 
Finding Your American Indian Roots

By Theda GoodFox Kresge
People will not look forward to posterity,

Who never look backward to their ancestors.~ Edmund Burke

Scope: First Steps Backward involve an intent examination of searching for your American Indian roots and 
ancestors. Emphases are on basic steps to accomplish the tasks. The session is exploratory,   designed for 
initiates but may prove enlightening and a refresher for tried and experienced genealogy researchers who 
know the search is not an easy one. Witness the fact, the 1870 federal decennial census was the first to include 
American Indians. Some searchers are never able to prove Native American heritage; however their work is one 
positively benefiting their family history and one that is a worthy contribution.
Description: Examines genealogy research of American Indian ancestors through a focus on the historical, 
sociological and philosophical foundations of Indian tribes. Special intensity is focused upon their ethnicity in 
the development of the United States offering an overview of the multicultural and multi-lingual characteristics 
of the Indian tribes in early American History even to the present.
Today there are 564 federally recognized tribes in the United States. These are tribes recognized by the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs, U.S. Department of Interior, for certain federal government services and programs. Accuracy 
of the number of American Indians has varied from the time of the first non-Indian footsteps upon the shores 
of the New World. Some sources estimate the Indian population from 7 million to 18 million at the time of 
early contact. Decades afterward witnessed drastic reductions of tribal populations through smallpox, measles, 
bubonic plague and other Old World diseases of which the Indian people had no immunity.
Objectives: Orient the seeker to the range of sources available for their researching:

The major task is determining to what tribe the mysterious Indian ancestor belonged. Not as simple 
as it may seem. However, if the searcher knows where the family originally lived, some basic homework on 
the tribal histories of that area may help. In 1830, Congress passed the Indian Removal Act, enabling the U.S. 
Government to relocate remaining eastern Indians to west of the Mississippi River. This became the Cherokee 
Trail of Tears. Many died on the trek. There is an 1835 census of Cherokees. It is the Census of Cherokees East 
of the Mississippi in 1835 and includes  Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina, and Tennessee. The census workers 
noted then there were ”22,000 Cherokees as well as 300 whites connected by marriage”. There were other tribal 
removals as tribes gave up their lands to the U.S. Government, though not without historic battles and many 
losses of lives.

Other sources of references are the works of Lewis Henry Morgan who had a publication in 1851 
regarding the League of the Ho-de’-no-dau-see or the Iroquois. Morgan’s works are undoubtedly the first 
ethnography of an American tribe. His works are the subject of Elizabeth Tooker’s 1994 book, Lewis H. Morgan 
on Iroquois Material Culture. University of Arizona Press.  

Other sources referencing early eastern tribes include Narragansett Indians: Documents Relating, 1709-
1842. Office of Secretary. Rhode Island State Archives. (Assession No. c#00213),
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Vital Records of Rhode Island, 1636-1856. 21 vols. (Providence) (1891-1912)
Rhode Island Colony. Indian Place Names of New England. N.Y. Museum of the American Indian. C. 

Heye Foundation. 1962.
A more recent source may be Tribal enrollment records. Tribal enrollment records were established in 

1934 and usually have the Indian name, “English” name, age and family relationship. However, one problem 
with tribal rolls was “name changing”. An individual’s name may have been changed following a name 
changing ceremony. It may have occurred after the original name was placed on the tribal roll. Very early 
documents may also have different names for an entire family; husband, wife and children.
Historical  Outcomes: The General Allotment Act of 1887 brought another change for tribal members names.  
Before the Act, members of tribes had been on land that was undivided and belonged to the tribe. After the 
Act, each Indian was to receive title to a certain number of acres. It meant the Tribal lands would be allotted in 
specified tracts to each tribal member; the excess lands were then opened to non-Indian settlers. Indian people 
became land owners.
 On March 19, 1890, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs instructed Indian Agents and Superintendents 
of Schools to preserve Indian family names. Stressing the inheritance of land would have “needless confusion 
and probably considerable loss to the Indians” unless “members of a family were known by the same family 
name on the records and by general reputation, ” the Commissioner’s efforts further endeavored the Indian’s 
assimilation into Anglo-American society. English names were given and Indian names were retained when 
possible. English “Christian names” were substituted when the Indian name was too difficult to pronounce.  
 Needless to say, confusion reigned among government officials who had the responsibility of the name 
changing. Eventually, the government sought the assistance of Dr. Charles A. Eastman (Ohiyesa), a government 
physician who was ¾ Sioux and ¼ White  to assist in renaming tribal members. Dr. Eastman worked on the 
Crow Creek and Brule’ rolls and later on the Rosebud rolls. However, he encountered unanticipated problems 
(1) plural marriages; (2) separation and remarriage of many without due form of law; (3) placing of many 
children, legitimate and otherwise, not having the father’s name; (4) former mistranslations or perversions of 
names; (5) inconsistent family names among fathers, brothers and sisters; (6) women not bearing the husband’s 
name and (8) ridiculous names. Dr, Eastman completed one Rosebud tribal roll and worked five more years on 
renaming the Sioux.
This event is one among others that may explain discrepancies in ancestor names on tribal rolls.
The first government department having responsibility of relations between the Federal government and 
the Indian tribes after the creation of the United States was the War Department. The Secretary of War had 
correspondence relating to Indian affairs; the Secretary’s letters from 1800-1824 are on six rolls of microfilm 
M15; letters he received are on four rolls of microfilm M271. They can be accessed at www.archives.gov/
genealogy.
If you know the tribe of your ancestor and if the ancestor stayed with the tribe and if the Indian agent had good 
records and if the records were not destroyed by a fire or flood or another disastrous event, you can check with 
the nation Archives for the Indian Census Rolls, 1885-1940 at www.archives.gov/genealogy . Indian agents 
were required by Congress in 1884 to submit census rolls on an annual basis. The rolls contained each Indian’s 
name. What they said was “English” and/or “Indian”, age, or date of birth, sex and relationship to the head of 
the family. In 1930, most rolls included degree of blood and marital status. There are 692 rolls of microfilm, 
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M595. The Choctaw, Chickasaw, Cherokee, Creek and Seminole Tribes are not included. Microfilm roll 623 
includes the 1885 Choctaw census. If you are looking for an ancestor from the aforementioned tribes, the place 
to begin is the Final Rolls of the five tribes. These Final Rolls contain the names of more than 101,000 people 
enrolled under an act of Congress on June 17, 1898. The Final Rolls became the Dawes Rolls and only include 
people who were alive during the 1898-1907 enrollment period. The index of the Dawes roll is reproduced on 1 
microfilm roll of national Archives Microfilm Publication M1186. If you find your ancestor’s name on the roll, 
their Dawes roll number is the key to various other records. It is used by the Bureau of Indian Affairs as a means 
of positive identification; like the social security number.
 Documents bear close scrutiny. The name may be spelled in different ways in the same document. 
Sometimes, the Indian name is written, phonetically, or as the recorder understood it to be.
Birth dates are not always accurate. Look at the family group. Occasionally they are separated.  
Do basic homework on the tribal histories of the area where you believe your tribe originated. The following are 
suggested readings:

Reference Encyclopedia of American Indians. Barry I. Klein, Ed. 4th Edition. Todd Publications, NY, NY. 
This reference is one of the primary reference books for searchers regarding tribes, reservations, etc.

The Indian Tribes of North America.  John R. Swanton. Smithsonian Institution Press. Gives information 
about the tribes, sub-tribes, bands, etc. which lived in each state.
A general survey of Indians is:

American Indians by William T. Hagan.
Providing references to studies of specific tribes are:

A History of the Indians of the United States by Angie Debo.
The American Indian: Prehistory to the Present by Arrell Gibson.
A Bibliographical Guide to the History of Indian-White Relations in the United States by Francis Paul 

Prucha.
 Remember, before 1789, there was no Federal government. From 1774 to 1789 the Continental and 
Confederation Congress were in charge of any relations with the Indians. These records are reproduced on 204 
rolls of microfilm in the National Archives. It is Microfilm Publication M247 and can be accessed at:  www.
archives.gov/genealogy.
 Two of the largest single collections of American Indian genealogical material is located in the National 
Archives branch at Ft. Worth, Texas: http://www.archives.gov  Ft. Worth is the NARA’s Southwest Region and 
has historical records from the 1800s to the late 1900s.
The Family History Center, Salt Lake City, Utah is the other invaluable site and can be accessed at http://www.
familysearch.org/eng/ . Access is provided to free family search to genealogy records and resources. There are 
Family History Centers in various parts of the United States. They are branch facilities of the Family History 
Library in Salt Lake City. Indian and tribal records are at the Family History Center.
 These steps were but a few backward into your search for your Indian ancestors. It is not an easy walk. 
Good luck in your journey.  

“When a society or a civilization perishes, one condition can always be found.
They forgot where they came from.” ~ Carl Sandburg  
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USING YOUR   
DIGITAL CAMERA IN 

GENEALOGICAL RESEARCH

Jerry Flowers

•	 Genealogical research is famous for the truckloads of paper it generates.
•	 Some paper is essential such as Birth, Marriage, and Death records but much of it is 
non-essential.  We will focus on the non-essential paper created in our research.
•	 Digital cameras have become almost a necessity in everyday life.  Their portability, 
size and flexibility lend themselves to hundreds of uses.  
Today we will be discussing how to use your digital camera while doing your research.

First and probably most important, read your camera manual and learn how to use some 
of the features, particularly the auto focus feature, macro feature, flash feature, deleting 
pictures and transferring photos to your computer.  
 

Before You Go!!!!

•	 Find out if the research facility allows the use of digital cameras.  Most allow photos 
including Salt Lake.  Some will not allow you to use a flash.
•	 Make sure you have fresh batteries and you have an extra set of batteries for your 
camera.  For rechargeable batteries, remember to take you charger.
•	 Make sure the memory card in your camera is large enough to handle the number 
of images you may take.  A 4 GB  memory card will hold 1200 pictures taken at the highest 
resolution.  This will be more than adequate for most researchers.

Practice taking pictures of the TV, computer screen, books and other documents at home.  
Learn to use your camera before you go!!
Practice these procedures at home rather than waste research time on location.  The better 
you are, the faster your research will go.

Books, Documents & Manuscripts

•	 These subjects can be “staged”.  They can be placed where you want them, use any 
background you wish, and the angle of the photo can be predetermined.  They can be 
placed flat on a table for a vertical photo, or on an easel for a horizontal photo.  A wooden 
plate holder and paper clips to hold the pages make a good combination.
•	
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•	 Always take a picture of the title page of the book and any other identifying 
information needed for your sourcing data.
•	 When taking photos of these subjects, the most important thing is to make sure you 
are taking the photo vertically or horizontally, and not diagonally.  Diagonal photos will 
often times be out of focus.
•	 It is critical that the camera be in focus, follow the camera manual to obtain the best 
possible focus on each shot.
•	 Always check your “preview screen” to insure you have the photo you want.
•	 With books, shoot both pages at one time.  This reduces the number of photos taken 
as well as the time taking the photos.  Make sure the page number is included in the photo 
for sourcing later.  

 
Microfilm and Microfiche Machines

•	 Never use a flash!!!!  The flash will bounce off the glass screen and you will end up with 
a completely white image.
•	 Make sure the microfilm or microfiche machine is in focus before you take the 
photo.
•	 Generally speaking, the “Auto” setting will produce in a good result.
•	 Check the “preview screen” to make sure you have a good photo.
•	 Occasionally the microfilm or microfiche quality will be so bad that a good photo is 
not possible.  In that case, a printed copy of the  material is the only solution.  

Again; practice taking photos at home using books, newspapers, 
computer screens and TV screens before you go to the research site.

What To Do Back Home

Windows 7, Vista and XP are essentially the same for the following procedures.

•	 Right click on a blank area of your desktop to bring up a menu which includes “New” 
and select “Folder”.  This will put a new folder on your desktop in which we will deposit 
the photos from the camera.  Name the folder for easy access later.
•	 Remove the memory card from your camera and insert it into the appropriate slot 
in your computer or in a card reader.
•	 The computer will recognize the card and display a screen asking what you want 
to do with the memory card.  Each system has a slightly different wording, but they are 
essentially the same.  Click that you want to “View” the files.
•	 This will display the photos you have taken.  Open the file that contains the photos.  
Click “Edit” from the menu bar and click “Select All”.  This will highlight all the photos 
you have taken.
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•	 Left click on any one of the photos and hold the mouse button down while you drag 
the photos to the new folder you created on your desktop.
•	 You have now successfully transferred a copy of all the photos to your computer and 
the originals are still on the memory card.  You can remove the memory card from the 
computer or card reader.
•	 Open a research photo to a full size screen.
•	 Open your genealogy program to a full size screen, and go to the family view of 
the person featured in the research photo.  At this point, make sure you only have two 
windows open.  
•	 Go to your “Task bar” (where your “Start” button is) and Right click on a blank 
area of the Task bar.  From the drop down menu, select ”Show Windows Side by Side”

You now have both the photo and the genealogy program side by side on the screen.  
Both windows are active, so you can view your research and type it into your genealogy 
program at the same time.

Storing Your Research

•	 Create a separate research folder for each family name you found in your research.  
Transfer the photo to that folder.  You have successfully entered all the information into 
your genealogy program and put the photos into the individual  Family Research Folders.  
As an added precaution, always make a backup of your research photos onto an external 
medium such as, a CD, flash drive, or better still, an external hard drive.

•	 Congratulations, you have now finished your research project and you have- - - - - - 

NO PAPER!!!!!!!
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If There’s a Will…I Want To Be In It!

Clarice Bird

1.  Components of a will
Preamble
Disposition of body and soul
Payment of debts
Specific Gifts
Residuary distribution
Naming executor
Guardian for minors
Revocation of previous wills and codicils
Execution clause

2.  The probate process:
Petition
Proving the will
Approval of executor or appointment of administrator
Posting a bond
Inventory
Publication of pending probate
Allowances
Guardians
Estate Sale
Annual Accounting
Additional publication notices
Final accounting
Case Closed
Receipts

3.  How to find wills and probate records
 Family History Library Catalog   www.familysearch.org
Library tab, library catalog, choose the type of search (place), look in court records,
Ancestry’s Redbook
Courthouse research
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Components of a Will

1.  Preamble.  The testator (the person whose will it is) identifies himself or herself (a woman is known 
as a testatrix) by name, usually giving a place of residence, and for testatrixes, often stating “wife of,” 
“widow of,” or “daughter of,” depending on her marital status.  The preamble will also have language 
concerning the mental status of the testator, for example, “being of sound mind and judgment,” de-
signed to show legal capacity to write a valid will.

2. Disposition of body and soul.  This clause gives directions concerning funeral, burial, and/or crema-
tion.  Wills before and during the nineteenth century often give statements of religious belief and com-
ments as to the disposition of the soul, for example, “My soul I give unto God from whence it came.”

3. Payment of debts.  Most wills generally direct that all just debts be paid before any distributions are 
made, as required by law.  Some wills identify specific debts that are to be paid, and others identify 
debts owed to the testator that are to be collected.

4. Specific gifts.  These are gifts of specific property or amounts of cash given to specific individuals.  
Distinction is made between real estate (devises) and personal property (bequests).  Cash bequests were 
known as legacies.  This part of a will often provides us with names of specific relatives and friends 
and offers glimpses of the personal relationships of the decedent.  These gifts are paid or distributed 
after costs of probate court administration and debts of the decedent are paid, and before the residuary 
distribution discussed below.

5. Residuary distribution.  This clause specifies to whom the residue (what is left of the estate after pay-
ing costs of probate court administration, debts, and specific gifts) is distributed.  In most cases, this 
residue will be given to the spouse (if still living), then to the children, although the final beneficiaries 
might be other relatives or friends.  Often sons-in-law are listed in place of their wives, which can be 
a significant clue when looking for the family of a woman.  In other cases, however, if specific gifts 
have been given to some of the children, the residue may only go to certain children, for example, those 
unmarried, the eldest son, or a minor child.  Often the residue (called a life estate) will be given to the 
spouse only during her lifetime, and then given to one or more children.  In that case, look for probate 
court action or transfers of real property when the surviving spouse dies.  If you are looking through 
collections of wills page by page, this residuary distribution clause is the one to search for first.  It is 
most likely to list the greatest number of individuals, possibly including sons-in-law, usually with some 
indication of relationships.  Also, after reading this clause one can better understand the relationships 
between the decedent and the executors, or between the decedent and specific gift beneficiaries.

6. Naming executor(s).  The executor (executrix if female) is the person appointed and authorized by 
the court to handle the affairs of the decedent.  The person named is usually a son, brother, or trusted 
friend.  A wife or her brother might be named to serve if she or her family has assets and interests to 
protect.  In some cases, frequently when the wife is named, two or more co-executors are named to 
serve jointly.  Often in this clause, the legal requirement of the executor posting a bond during court 
administration is waived.   Note:  If the testator does not name an executor, the court appoints an ad-
ministrator.

7. Guardian for minors.  Most states do not allow distribution of property to minor children.  Since a 
guardian has to be appointed, the testator would name the person he wanted to serve in that capacity.  
Often the language does not specifically say “guardian” but provides that all decisions are to be made 
by an older child or brother for a specific child who is a minor.

8. Revocation of previous wills and codicils.  It is standard language to revoke all prior wills and codi-
cils.  This does not necessarily mean there are any, but the procedure is precautionary in nature.  Often 
this concept is incorporated into the preamble.  (A codicil is an addition or supplement to a will that 
changes the provisions of the will)

9. Execution clause.  This contains the signature of the testator and those of the witnesses, usually with 
language to state the circumstances surrounding the signing of the will to establish its validity.
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THE STATE OF TEXAS                         June the 17th 1859
JASPER COUNTY

 In the name of God amen.  I Edward Good being of sound mind and under standing, and being also 
impressed with the great uncertainty of life and the certainity of death, and being desireous to dispose of my 
temporal affairs so that after my death no contention may arise relative to the same.
 First, I bequeath my soul to God who gave it and my body to the dust from whence it was taken, hoping 
for a happy immortality through the atonement of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.  My desire is that I be 
buried by the side of my dear departed wife in our family grave yard.
 Secondly that all my just debts be paid out of my personal estate, by my executors herein after named.
 Thirdly In consideration of the long and faithful service of my negro man Jess and his wife Aggy, it is 
my desire and will that they never be separated and I do give and grant to them the privilege of choosing which 
one of my children they may desire to live with, and that they are not be accounted for in the partition by the 
child they select.
 Fourthly I desire that the ballance of my negros be as equally divided as can be between my children 
to wit Hannibal Good James D Good Harriet C Stephenson Louisa D. C. Good Joseph W Good and Minor P 
Good, and to the heirs of my deceased daughter Rebecca Brown I give and bequeath one seventh part of the 
appraised value of the negros divided as above provided for, to be paid to them out of my estate in cash in one 
year from my decease, and my reason for not giving to them one of my negros, is that some of them is now of 
age, and the negro would have to be sold for partition among them and leaving to them the full worth or theirs 
mothers part in money they should not think I have neglected them, and I direct my executor hereafter named to 
retain in their hands sufficient of my estate to pay the above bequest.
 Fifthly I desire that the balance of my property be equally divided in seven parts one for each of my 
children and one for the heirs of my deceased daughter Rebecca Brown.
 Sixthly It is my earnest desire and wish that all the above partition and distribution of my property to be 
made by my children themselves they certainly being as capable of doing so as other people.
 Seventhly I appoint my son Joseph W. Good and my daughter Louisa D. C. Good executor of this my 
last will and testament and that no security or bond shall be required of them for the faithful execution of the 
trust herein reposed in them, and it is my desire that there shall be no administration of my estate and that my 
executors be only required to settle with the minor heirs of my deceased daughter Rebecca Brown, But shall 
not in any manner be required to report any of their proceeding to any court whatever.  In testimony whereof I 
have on this 17th day of June One thousand eight hundred and fifty nine, set my hand and affixed my seal using 
a scrawl for a seal, hereby revoking all wills heretofore made by me in presence of these subscribing witnesses.
 Edward Good   seal
H. Good
Samuel Good
Miner P. Godde
Hardy Pace 
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THE STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF JASPER
 In the name of God Amen.  I, Joseph W. Good of said state and county, being in good health, and of 
sound mind and disposing memory, and being now about to enter the army of the southern Confederacy at 
Galveston, and being fully impressed with the great hazard and danger of a soldiers life, and wishing and 
intending to leave my worldly concerns in a condition that the same may be settled and closed up without cost 
or trouble, do make ordain and publish this my last will and testament.
ITEM 1st  I wish that all my just debts shall be paid as soon after my decease as the same can be done.
ITEM 2nd  I give and bequeath to my sister Louisa D. C. Good all my property, be the same negros, lands and 
stock or household and kitchen furniture, also all my interest in the estate of my deceased father Edward Good 
whenever the same may be partitioned and distributed among the heirs to said estate.  My reason for making 
my said sister Louisa D. C. Good my sole legatee is that all my brothers and sisters are married and have homes 
and enough of this worlds goods for the support of themselves and families, and she being single and without a 
shelter that she can call her own.
 And I also appoint, make, and constitute my said sister Louisa D. C. Good my sole executor of this 
my last will and testament with full power and authority upon my decease to immediately take possession of 
my property, negros, lands, money, stock household and kitchen furniture all other property of mine be it of 
whatsoever kind, and to have hold and enjoy the same as her own, without giving bond to or being accountable 
to any court for the same in any manner whatever but simply to pay my just debts and then to keep the balance 
as her own, and for her own benefit and behoof forever.
 In witness where of I have here into subscribed my name and affixed my seal using a scrawl for a seal 
on this the first day of October in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-one (1861)
 Joseph W. Good (seal)
Witnesses:  H. Good, J. L. Holland, James D. Good
 I certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the original last will and testament of Joseph W. Good decd. 
Given under my hand on this the 25th day of February A D 1862
 H. Good     Clk. Co. Ct.  J. C.
Texas. Jasper County. Probate Minutes V. A-C, 1849-1864.  Book C: 439. FHL microfilm 1005133  
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                   Melba Preece
         Three terms for English research: 

        Great Britain Includes England, Scotland, and Wales 
        British Isles Includes England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland
         United Kingdom Includes England, Scotland, Wales,
         and the 6 Counties of Northern Ireland

TOOLS FOR BRITISH RESEARCH 

1. Lewis’s Gazetteer - 4 vol. - some small parishes are not listed. This also has the parishes and 
places for Monmouthshire, Wales. 942/E5L 
2. Bartholomew’s Gazetteer - less information but more listings. 942/E5ba 
3. “A Genealogical Gazetteer of England” compiled by Frank Smith - very good but has less 
information. 942/E5g 
4. Imperial Gazetteer - fiche #6020308-336, also some of Wales.                                    
5. England, Scotland, and Wales Ordnance Survey Maps. These are found in the top 

three drawers of the map case at the Mesa Family History Center. 
6. National Road Atlas of Great Britain - contains only places, no parishes. 942/E7z Ref. 
Shelves 
7. Atlas and Index to Parish Registers - also has maps. The 1999 Edition has Scotland. 
942/E7pa Ref. Shelves. 
Always look for the parish church - most of the records were stored there prior to 1837
. 

CIVIL REGISTRATION 

England and Wales Civil Registration began 1 st July 1837. Prior to this date you must search church records. Civil 
Registration includes birth, marriage, and death records. The certificates need to be ordered from England. This can 
be done by mail or the Internet. The cost is approximately $20.00, but varies depending on where and when you 
buy them. The web sites for the indexes are GENUKI.org.uk or freebmd.rootsweb.com. or check the indexes out on 
the microfiche at the Mesa Regional Family History Center. 
To locate a person in the index to the civil registration, you must be in the correct year and quarter [quarter 
ending ...... ] and the correct alphabet for the surname. When searching for the marriage, check both the 
groom and bride to match. Spelling is Important - look for variations. Note that the registration date for the 
event may differ from the actual date of that event. Look for the district or county - not the parish. When 
requesting a certificate the name MUST BE THE SAME AS ON THE CERTIFICATE, AS ON THE INDEX, 
not as you may believe it to be. You must have the name, year, quarter ending, the district, vol. #, and page 
#. 

CENSUS

The census was taken every 10 years since 1841 except 1941 and that was because of WW2. It was taken 
on one day only. All persons were listed including those in institutions and on board ships which were in the 
harbor on that day. To find someone, check for the place, where they were living or visiting, in the Family 
History library Catalog [FHLC] and check for the film number. The available censuses are from 1841 to 1901. 
All are indexed and have the images on Ancestry.com. 
 

BASIC BRITISH ISLES RESEARCH
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HISTORICAL EVENTS FOR PARISH RECORDS 

1538 - Cromwell, under Henry VIII, ordered all parishes to keep tract of all christenings, marriages, and 
burials. 
1597 - All records were required to be written on parchment rather than paper. Also required was that 
each parish send copies of all records to the Bishop once a year, due on the 25th of March of each year 
(Lady’s Day). These are called Bishop’s Transcript’s 

 [BT’S].  .. 
1752 - The Gregorian Calendar came into use. The 25th of March became the 1st of 

 January in that year.  . 
1753 - All marriages performed outside of the Church of England were declared to be illegal except for 
Jews and Quakers. This was called the Lord Hardwicke’s Act. 
1754 - Required separate registration for the bride and groom. 
Banns - An intent of marriage was posted or announced from the parish church of the bride and also the 
parish church of the groom for 3 consecutive Sunday’s. The marriage could then take place. 
License - To be married by license it was necessary to post a monetary bond, which was forfeited if the 
marriage did not occur. 
1812 - The Lord Rose Act. This standardized all parish records by using speclflc printed forms. 
1837 - Civil Registration began 1st of July 1837 in England & Wales. 
1988 - Required all parish records to be stored in fire-proof and water-tight containers. To search the parish 
registers, check the FHLC for the place and get the film # and check the parish for your names. Some of the 
parishes have been extracted and are on the IGI [International Genealogical Index], but not all.

PROBATE RECORDS 

After 1858 the Government began keeping records of probates and It is called the “Principal Probate 
Registry”. The book that has the film numbers from Salt Lake City Family History Library is Ref. Area / 942/
S2cp/1989. 
Before 1858 the probates were in the Ecclesiastical Courts. Look in the “Atlas and Index to Parish 
Registers” for the county in England and Wales. There is a colored area where the probate courts are 
found for each parish in the county. Pay close attention to these court colors. Then proceed to the FHLC 
and go to the Country, the County, and then to the Court. This will give you a film number. Also check the 
PCC [Prerogative Court of Canterbury] for the documents on line at the National Archives website: http://
www .nationalarchives.gov. uk/documentsonline/search 
There are Wills, Administrations, Inventories, and Act Books that will be found in probate records but not all of 
them for all of the records.

BOYD’S MARRIAGE INDEX 

This is a key source for English marriages from about 1538 thru to 1837. The index is on microfiche at the Mesa 
Regional Family History Center. It is an incomplete listing but Is a great help. There are 3 series. The first is by 
County, but not all counties are listed there. The second and third series are not by counties. Check all three 
series. This is a good locator but does not include all parishes. 

NON-CONFORMISTS RECORDS 

These are the churches that are not of the Church of England, which is the State church. “Genealogical Research 
in England and Wales” 3 Vols. [1956], Vol. #1, the chapter on non-conformists, pages 229-253. Ref. Area / 
929.142/G172g. 
FHL film #924,800, item #3 for non-conformists of England, Wales and some French. Also some Quaker record 
information and film numbers are here. This gives the film numbers that are in the Family History Library in Salt 
Lake City, Utah. 
Dr. William’s Library started in 1742. These are also in the British Isles Vital Records CD’s, 1st and 2nd 
Editions. 
Also check the FHLC if you know what church they belonged to. 
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WALES

Wales was formed as a separate state in 1536 by King Henry the VIII, King of England. 
For the Welsh alphabet and pronunciation, see the “Genealogical Helper” May 1972, page 187. 
Many Welsh records are found under the English records. To name a few: Census Records, Civil Registration, 
Probate Records, Ordnance Survey Maps, Road Atlas, County Maps, Research Papers, and Gazetteers. 
Samuel Lewis’ Topographical Dictionary for Wales _- 2 Vols. FHL film #599,780, FHL microfiche #6026723, 
942.9/ E51 / 1833. 
There is a Hand List of all manuscripts that can be found in the National Library of Wales. http://www.llgc.
org.uk 
There are 14 Vols. of books, mostly marriage records, in the Wales book area. These are in the Mesa Regional 
Family History Center. 
Book: “”Parish Churches and Non-Conformists Chapels In Wales” [Cardigan, 
carmarthen, and Pembroke Counties only]. 
Prior to the mid 1900’s most people are found in church records. By 1851 approximately 
75% of Welshmen were Non-Conformists. 
Many Welsh immigrants to America came to Rehoboth, Massachusetts in the early 1600’s. 
The Wales Research Outline is a very big help in researching your Welsh ancestors. 

SCOTLAND

In 1600 the calendar changed from the Julian calendar to the Gregorian Calendar. Scottish Counties and 
parishes have numbers and names. See “Keys to Parochial Registers of Scotland” which lists them 
from the early times to 1854. 941 , K23b Note that 6 counties have name changes. 
In 1707 The Act of the Union is formed between Scotland and England, creating Great Britain. 
The Ordnance Survey Maps are in the top 3 drawers in the map case at the Mesa Regional Family 
History Center. 
“The Atlas and Index to Parish Registers”. 1999 Edition. 
“Grooms” Gazetteer on microfiche #6020391-6020411, and other gazetteers. “Gazetteer of 
Scotland” 1937 and 1958. Ref., 941, E5. 
Civil Registration in Scotland began 1st of January 1855: 
1. Reproductions of certificates for all of Scotland are available for the years of 1855- 1875, and 1881, 
and 1891 are all filmed and you can find them under the “Locality Search” of the FHLC under 
“Scotland- Civil Registration”. All other requests for certificates must be sent to Scotland. 
Census Records are from 1841-1901: 
1. To find the place, check fiche #6020420. This will tell you the film number. 
2.1841 is written in pencil and is the same as for England. They rounded off the ages to the nearest group 
down of 5, except for those under 15 years. 

3. 1841-1861 are indexed on Ancestry.com (as of Dec. 2006). 
4. 1881 is all Indexed by surname in “FamilySearch.org.” 
5. 1891 is alphabetized by county, parish, and year. You need the parish name. 
6. 1901 is available on the internet thru Genuki.org.uk. 
Church Records: 
1. In 1581 Mary Queen of Scots changed the State Church to Catholic. By 1691 the 

 Presbyterian Church was the state Church.  . 
2. A Church census was taken in 1851. 
3. The Old Parochial Records [OPR’s] of Scotland are records of the Presbyterian Church and does not 
include the non-conformists records. 
4. The OPR’s include all surviving records of the Church of Scotland up to 1855 and includes birth’s and 
marriage’s. Most of these are on a CD on the computers at the Mesa Regional Family History Center. 
5. Many names are on the IGI for Scotland. 
6. Patron submitted names may not be in the OPR’s. 
7. Mesa Regional Family History Center has all indexes by county on microfiche. These fiche
 start at #6025610. 
Refer to Research Outline for Scotland. 
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IRELAND

“Irish Records: Sources for Family” Local History”, by James G. Ryan. 1997. 
941.5/D23r 

“Index to Townlands”, pub. 1851. 941.5/ X22g and film #599,557. 
“A Topographical Index of the Parishes •. Townlands of Ireland in Sir William Petty’s MSS. 
Barony Maps (about 1655-9)”, 1932. reprinted 1999. 

941.5 / E5to. 
“A New Genealogical Atlas of Ireland”, by Brian Mitchell. 1986. 2nd Ed. 2002. Ref. Area 941.5 / E7m 
“Genealogy: A Record Finder” edited by Donald F. Begley. 1981. 941.5/ 027 

CIVIL REGISTRATION: Includes births-marriages-deaths and began the 1st of January 1864 for all of 
Ireland. 

Protestant marriages began the 1st of April 1845. 
Some are filmed and the rest need to be ordered from Ireland. 

CENSUS: Ireland began taking their census records in 1821. 1821-1851 are 
partially available. 
1831 County Londonderry index on CD #9000041. 1841 County 
Cavan index on CD #9000041. 
1861-1891 were completely destroyed by the Irish government. 1901-1911 are 
completely available and are filmed in FHL. There are a lot of census substitutes 
available. 
“The Old Age Pension Records”, mostly for Northern Ireland, started in 1909 for individuals who filed 
a claim for an old age pension. Anyone filing a claim had to provide proof of birth or age. Many people filing 
claims had been born before Civil Registration started in 1864. 

CHURCH: The Anglican Church was the State Church of Ireland from 1560 to 1869. There were many non-
conformists churches in Ireland. “The Catholic Convert Rolls” from 1703-1800 are a good source to 
check. 
“Irish Church Records” by Brian Mitchell. 941.5 / K23m. 

PROBATES: These were handled by ecclesiastical courts from 1536-1858. Most of these were destroyed 
when the Public Record Office in D.lJblin burned in 1922. Prior to the fire the wills and admons were indexed 
and most of these indexes survived the disaster. ‘’Index to Irish Wills”, edited by W.P.W. Phillimore & 
Gertrude Thrift. 1909. 
941.5/ P22i and FHL microfiche #6036097. 
In 1858 the government courts began to prove the wills and admons. The Principal Probate Registry in 
Dublin replaced the church Probate Courts. 

LAND •. ESTATE RECORDS: 
The Resource Guide, “The Ireland Householders Index” is a compilation of records of taxes. The “Tithe 
Applotment Books” is a list of people of all religions who paid taxes to the Church of Ireland between 1823 
and 1838. “Griffith’s Primary Valuation Lists” identifies people who paid taxes to the Irish government 
between 1847 and 1864. 
These tax records give the names of people who occupied land, where they resided, usually a 
description of their property, and the amount of tax assessed. 
The Registry of Deeds is from 1708 to the present. It was established for the protection of the purchasers of 
land. 
MANUSCRIPT SOURCES FOR THE HISTORY OF IRISH CIVILISATION: 
By Richard J. Hayes, is one of the most important and detailed works for Irish genealogy. Hayes Sources, as 
it is called, are in 678 Libraries and Archives, 395 places in 30 countries and in over 600 private collections. 
Vol. 1 - films #1,440,939-943 - Manuscripts 
Vol. 2 - films #973,222-229 - Articles in Periodicals Vol. 3 - film #994,079 
- First Supplement 
SMITH’S INVENTORY OF GENEALOGICAL SOURCES: 
Is in the Irish Collection of the Family History Library in Salt Lake City, Utah. These are records and sources 
not separately listed in the Family History Library Catalog (FHLC). FHL microfiche #6110527 and there 
are 19 Vols. in the Reference Area under 941.5 I A38. These are a very good source to check out for Irish 
research. 
RESEARCH OUTUNE FOR IRELAND 
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Turning Clues into Conclusions
Edie Sly

•	 Document may not exist which “proves” relationship

•	 Search in ALL records.

•	 Understand the records.

•	 READ what the record says.

•	 How accurate is the record likely to be?  

•	 Evaluate the record AND evaluate the record’s content. 

•	 Draw up a time line.

•	 Write a narrative.

•	 Build a case for your conclusion.

•	 DON’T JUMP to a conclusion.  Conclusions are arrived at one step at a time.

•	 Use logic.  Does your conclusion make sense?

•	 Wanting it to be true will not make it true.

•	
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•	 Turning Clues to Conclusions
•	 Select Bibliography

•	
•	
•	 Aiken, Nancy E. Bryan.  “Proving a Relationship by Implication”, Heritage Quest Issue 63 
•	  (May/Jun 1996)
•	
•	 Beals, Kathleen.  “Critical Mistakes in Genealogical Research” Heritage Quest Issue 30 
•	  (Sep/Oct 1990)
•	
•	 Devine, Donn, CG, CGI.  “Relationship and Identity” Ancestry 14:1, (Jan/Feb 1996)
•	
•	 __________  “Reliable Information – Whatever The Source” Ancestry 19:1, (Jan/Feb 2001)
•	
•	 __________  “ Information, Evidence and Proof” Ancestry 19:3 (May/Jun 2001)
•	
•	 Gouldrup, Lawrence P., Ph.D., Writing the Family Narrative [and Workbook] Salt Lake City, 
•	  Ancestry, Inc. 1987
•	
•	 Greenwood, Val D.  “Evaluating Evidence”  Genealogical Journal 25:2 (1997)
•	
•	 Harland, Derek  Genealogical Research Standards.  Salt Lake City, Bookcraft, Inc.
•	
•	 Hogan, Roseann, Ph.D., “Top Ten Tips for More Productive Research, Part 2”
•	  Ancestry 16:4 (Jul/Aug 1998)
•	
•	 Lackey, Richard, FASG  Cite Your Sources.  Jackson, MS, University Press of Mississippi 1980
•	
•	 Meyerink, Kory L., AG  “Evaluation of Evidence”  Ancestry Newsletter X:6 (Nov/Dec 1992)
•	
•	 __________  “Overcoming ‘Brick Wall’ Problems” Heritage Quest 15:4 (Jul/Aug 1999)
•	
•	 Mills, Elizabeth Shown, CG, CGL, FASG, FNGS  Evidence!  Citation & Analysis for the  
•	             Family Historian  Baltimore:  Genealogical Publishing Company 1997
•	
•	 __________  “Building A Case When No Record Proves A Point” Ancestry 16:2 (Mar/Apr 1998)
•	
•	 Neill, Michael John “Digging Beneath the Surface:  Maximizing What You Have” 
•	  Heritage Quest 15:4  (Jul/Aug 1999)
•	
•	 Sperry, Kip Reading Early American Handwriting  Baltimore:  Genealogical Publishing Co.  1998 

                                                                      
•	 Stevenson, Noel C., JD, FASG  “Genealogical Evidence”  Laguna Hills, CA  Aegean Park   

Press  1989 (rev.)
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DO IT!  TIPS ON INDEXING

Maurice Cavenee

Granite Mountain Records Vault in the mountainside above Salt Lake City, Utah, now contains 
nearly two and a half million microfilms from 110 countries and principalities.  Very little of the 
information contained in these films is available online.  FamilySearch indexing creates indexes 
to this information and makes it available to everyone on the Internet.

Records containing information about your own ancestors are probably included in this vast 
collection of unindexed microfilms.  FamilySearch indexing will make it possible for you 
to find your ancestors’ names on the Internet through easily searchable electronic databases.  
Below are a few tips on Indexing.  The class will go into more detail in both “How to Index” 
and “Rules to Follow when Indexing”.

FamilySearch indexing has several advantages.
•	 The indexed information is available free on www.familysearch.org.
•	 All document images that are free of restrictions will also be free to the public.
•	 Qualified volunteers will have free access to some affiliate images under contract, not just 

the collections a volunteer helps to index.
•	 With 15 high-speed scanners digitizing 2.4 million rolls of microfilm from its current 

collection and more than 200 digital camera teams filming new records daily, there is a 
greater variety of projects for volunteers to help with.

•	 FamilySearch indexing is available in several languages, making this a world-wide effort 
to provide indexes to records.

•	 FamilySearch International continues to work with genealogical and historical societies 
world-wide in a collaborative effort to provide quality indexes to more records.

What Is Indexing?
In FamilySearch indexing, volunteers copy family history information from digital images of 
documents.  The indexing process is simple.

1. Genealogical documents from around the world are converted into digital images and 
stored on the FamilySearch system.

2. Each document is divided into small batches of about 20-50 names.
3. An indexer downloads the images to his or her computer and enters the requested 

information.
4. Each batch of documents is indexed by two different people to ensure accuracy.  This is 

referred to as the A indexer and the B indexer.
5. If information from the A indexer does not agree with information from the B indexer, 

then someone called an arbitrator will review both versions, compare them with the 
original document, and make the needed changes.

6. Everyone gets free access to the indexes at www.familysearch.org.
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 project manager decides what information is to be indexed based on:
•	 The contract with the record custodian, and
•	 The plans for the index.

If volunteers indexed all of the information on an image, projects would take too long to finish. 
Important information such as names, dates, and places are indexed.  Because this is an index 
to help individuals find their ancestors, an individual can see the other information on the actual 
image.

1. To Start:
  Go to:  http://indexing.familysearch.org
  Look at tabs at the top of the page—take the “Test Drive”
   Be sure to read “Field Help” column

2. To Sign up:
  Click on:  Get Started
   Follow Steps 1 through 5.

3. To Install:
  Click on:  Download Now

4. News Tab:
  Gives information and latest news about Indexing

5. Project tab:  All projects being administered by FamilySearch indexing are listed below 
this tab.  Each project is posted with a unique set of guidelines and some interesting facts.  
To read the instructions, click on a project name.

6. Go to “Help” tab:
  Work through items under this tab.

7.       Work through all tutorials and Helps available.
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 German Resources 

Steve Packer 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
• http://wiki-en.genealogy.net/wiki/Germans_to America -German and American sources for German 
emigration to America 
• http://www.dausa.de/-Forschungsstelle deutscher Auswanderer in die USA, discusses the problems 
with “Germans to America” at length, has links to sites containing transcribed passenger lists, offers research 
services. 
• http://wvfw.dogpile.com/ -Meta search engine-searches other search engines 
• http://www.geocities.comimpp-raetoriu sl -”Palmer list of merchant vessels” -contains  
descriptions and pictures of European sailing vessels 
• http://www.ancestorsonboard.comL -passenger lists of outbound ships from the United Kingdom 1890-
1%0 [subscription website, part ofwww.findmypast.com] 
• http://www.ghi-dc.org/publications/ghipubs/rg/rgOI2/ -a bibliography of Americana in German 
Archives, including lists of emigrants emigrant letters etc. 
• http://vfww.anthonj.de/genealolZenlwollmershaeuser/d/Auswanderer.html-list of data bases compiled by 
Friedrich Wollmershaeuser for southwestern German emigrants [actual data bases NOT included] 

U.S. AND GERMAN PASSENGER USTS AND INDEXES 
• http://wv,’W.ellisisland.oJ:g -New York arrivals 1892-1924, limited search functionality, includes 
Images 
• http;//www.castlegarden.orJU -passenger arrivals in New York 1820-1913, currently not linked to 
images 
• http://www.stevemorse.QIg -improved search forms for the Ellis Island website, Castlegarden.org, and 
other websites, which allow searches by various fields, with or without a complete name. 
• http//.ancestrv.com! -includes an ever-increasing number of passenger list indexes and linked images. 
including New York 1851-1891 and several other major ports. Many major public libraries have the “library 
edition”. 
• http://home.att.netl-wee-monster/passengers.html-Emigration and immigration links compiled by Joe 
Beine 
• http://www.ingeneas.com/-data base of emigrants coming through Canada. 
• http://ww\v.roots-in-germany.de/-links to German emigrant data. bases arranged by  
geographical area. 
• http:www//.routes.de/database.html links to several regional emigrant databases: DELAUS Delmenhorst 
1830-1930, CUXAUS Cuxhaven 1830-1930, CLAUS -Cloppenburg and Vechta areas 1830-abt. 1875. -Bad 
Laer -19!h Century emigration from Bad Laer near Osnabrueck. 
• http://istg.rootsweb.comL-ImmigrantShipsTranscribers’Guild, contains transcriptions of various 
passenger lists. • -JewishGen Infofile: translations ofabout 1500 

German occupations t
Regional resources:
Alsace -http://a\sacegenweb.online.fr/homepage.htm -Alsace GenWeb 

http:llwww.prenom.com/bas-rhin-67 Iv illes-bas-rhin-cartes-cassini-vi lIe-
village.html -1750 historical maps by :assini, also available on several other 
websites, but seems more navigable here. See also:

http://www.cartocassini.org/planville/plan.php 
Baden -http://www.websters.netlblackforestlindex.html-for those 
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researching in the Black Forest area; can post queries.
 http://www.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/helios/fachinfo/w.>.l/

W!lle§c::!:Vtipfam2.htm -link collection for family history in :aden 
Wuerttemberg, Pfalz

 :Bavaria-hltQ:IIW\\w.gf-franken.del web page ofthe Franken Genealogical 
Society http:llwv\’W .progenealogists.com/germanyl Artic1es/bavgen.htm -short 
descriptive article listing sources and archives for research in Bavaria

 http:/lwww.lkan-elkb.de/Download/Kirchenmatrikeln nach Orten.pdf 
-listing of Lutheran parish registers available in the Church Book Archive in 
Nuernberg

 http:llw\,,’W.kirchenbuch-virtueIJ.de -Lutheran church archive Bayreuth: 
digital reading room-over 26 parishes !canned images] searchable online [fee]

 Berlin-http://www.alt-berlin.info/-street maps http:lladressbuch.zlb.del 
-Berlin address book from 1799-1943 available with images. 

http:llwvl’w.progeneaiogists.com/german/berliniberlin.ht111 -street 
index with church-and civil jurisdictions http://www.blocksignaLdelkrtlb07/f.
cgi-map of Berlin and suburbs 1907 Btrandenburg-http://grueneberg-lel1zen.
de/deutschlKircl1buctJstart.html-links to some “virtual parish registers” and 
indexes for Brandenburg and Mecklenburg
Bremen –http://www.genealogienetz.de/vereine/maus/datenbanken/index.
php=lang=de - links to various data bases, including town genealogies for the 
Bremen area, funeral registration books, tax records, emigration sources 
Hamburg –http://WW/W.genealogienetz.de/reg/HAM/  -resources for research, 
links to gazetteers etc. http://www.genealogus.de/infoskontakt/ -research in and 
around Hamburg, explains various sources and their location, gives archive 
addresses etc.

 Hannover -http://aidaonline.niedersachsen.de/-Online record inventory for 
the state archives in Niedersachsen, includes indexes of emigrants

 http:l/www.osfa.del-family history sources in the Osnabrueck area, 
includes lists of parishes, farming estates Hoefe], and a parish register inventory

 Hessen-Darmstadt and Hessen-Nassau -http://wiki-de.genealogy.netiwiki/
Hessische Kirchenb%C3%BCcher lists parish registers filmed at the Kassel 
Church Book Archive

 http://www.archive.hessen.del -Archives in Hessen; a web portal 
http:www.//.hadis.hessen.de/  -online indexes to Hessen archival resources. Enter 
surname or search term in the leld “Schnellsuche” and click on the magnifying 
glass. For lists of emigrants look for the category Auswanderernachweise”

 lohenzoUern -http://www.progenealogists.com/germany/ .Lippe-Detmold 
-bttp:IIW\\’W.nhv-ahnenforschung.de/-genealogical and local history material 
for Lippe

 Mecklenburg-http://portal.hsb.hs-wismal’.de/pub/lbmv/mjb/
jb079/348686668.html-historical development of the principality of Ratzeburg 
[book online, in German]

 Nriedersaehsen -http://www.staatsarchive.niedersachsen.de/home -state 
archives in Niedersachsen, includes inventories of the various state archives.

 Oldenburg -http://www.genealogienetz.de/vereine/OGF/index.html -list of 
parishes, with beginning date for records and expert to contact for help, where 
available, also includes an emigrant database

 Ostfriesland [belong! to Hannover] http:l/www.rootsweb.com/~mnogsm/
records.htm -list of Ostfriesland parishes. when the parishes begin, and whether 
an OSB has been published 
• http://www.galvestonhistory.orgiTexas Seaport Museum.asp -Galveston Immigration data base, free, but 
need to get user-ID and password. 
• http://home.att.netl~arnielanglshipgide.html -Immigration and ship passengers research guide -helpful! 
• http://www.passagierlisten.de/-Bremen passenger lists 1920-1939 
• http://www.telusplanet.netipublic/mtolVimmigr.htm -links to passenger lists for various countries. 
• http://www.geocities.com/Heartlandl5978/Emigration.html -emigration resources and links to passenger 
lists 
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• http://ahnenforschungen.delgenlinkiAuswandenmgen/more3.html-a German link list of websites dealing 
with German emigration to various countries, especially the U.S. and Canada 
• http://www.frenchlines.com/passager index fr.php -lists of passengers on French ships 
• http://www.saxonyroots.comlships/ -transcribed passenger lists sent in by volunteers 
• http://members.aol.comlrprostlpassenger.html-finding passenger lists on the Internet 
• http://home.fonLneti-ade!sforschungliauswand.htm -lists of emigrants from noble families 

REGIONAL LISTS/INDEXES OF EMIGRANTS 

Baden 
• http://www.auswanderer-bw.de/auswanderer/ -data: base ofemigrants from Baden and Wuerttemberg. 
known as “Glatzle” collection. 
• http://www.emigration-offenburg.de/english_code/isucheing l.php -emigrants from the Offenburg area 
[appears to be off-line June 2008] 
• http://freepages.geneaJogy.rootsweb.aRcestry.coml-herziindiindex.htm -links for emigrant lists from 
the towns ofKuppenheim, Steinmauem, Oetigheim, Stein am Kocher, Herbolzheim, Kocherttirn, Neckarsuim, 
Binswangen, Dahenfeld. and Schefflenz 

Bayern
• http://www.emigration-research.de.vu/-Iist of emigrants from Oberbayern -obtain town  origin from 
compiler for a fee. 
• http://www.genealogie-kiening.de/lists ofproperty owners found in the communities East of Munich, not 
emigrants specifically, but they can be used tto link emigrant surnames to specific towns 
• 
Braunschweig 
• http://www.thomas-erbe.de/ahnenlbuchiOOl.htm -every-name index to: Fritz Gruhne, Auswandererlisten 
des ehemaligen Herzogtums Braunschweig 1846-1871. The book is available at the Family History Library, call 
# 943.59 W29g, [Int’l Reference], on microfilm 1045468 Item 10. 

Hannover 
• http://aidaonline.niedersachsen.de/-Niedersachsen State archives searchable archive inventory online., 
which includes a list of emigrants: 
• Click on “Auswanderersuche” to the right of the “Suchen”[search] field 
• Enter surname in field labeled “Suchbegriffe” and click on “Weiter” 
• The next screen displays the ecord groups selected for the earch. Click “suchen” 
• The list of hits s displayed next. If nothing was found, it may say “keine Treffer” [no hits]. 
• • Click “erneute Suche” If  you want to search again. 

•	  http://’’’lww.nordfiiskinstituut.de/datenbank.html-Emigrants	from	Northern	Friesland-data	base. 
• http://www.routes.de/linksammlungl004NS.htm -emigration sources for the modem state of 
Niedersachsen, includes material for Oldenburg. 
• http://www.pohlw.de/vorort/emigrationwhs/index.htm -emigration from the former county of 
Wildeshausen 
•	 http://routes.de/tinc?key=aDbVINBZ&formname=Cuxaus -data base of emigrants who left from the 
port of Cuxhaven 
• http://,,vww.emslanders.com/-emigrants from the Emsland region [Hannover] to the Midwestern States 
• http://www.dialogos-studies.com/bisemigrants.htm -emigrants from the Grafschaft of Bentheim
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Hessen
• http://www.rheingau-genealogie.de/seite16.htm -Auswanderung aus dem Rheingau 
• http://www.hadis.hessen.de/-Online inventory system for the Hessen State archives. Enter the surname 
in the box labeled “Schnellsuche”. Emigrants specifically are found under the heading ,.Auswanderer-
Nachweise”, but can be found under other topics as well. Click on the topic for a detailed list of entri~s. 

Lippe-Detmold 
•          http://www.lippe-auswanderer.delhtmlauswanderer-usa-eng.htm -data base of emigrants 

from Lippe-Detmold

Mecklenburg-Schwerin 
• http://W..vw-imar-mv.com/-Institute for migration and ancestral research in Mecklenburg  has large data 
base they will search upon request (25,000 names). 
• http://www.griesegegend-oniine.ae/datenbank.htm -various lists of emigrants; some list only 
names, other extensive personal information

Mecklenburg-Strelitz 
• http://v,’\\’W.emecklenburg.de/MFP/database/auswanderer.php -data base of emigrants

Oldenburg 
• http://vvww.genealogienetz.de/vereineJOGF/auswanderer/auswanderer.html-list of emigrants from 
Oldenburg [Oldenburg Genealogical Society] 
• http://w”.\V.W.honkomp.de/damme-auswanderungichapterO.htm -Emigrants from the old district of 
Damme, Oldenburg. 
• http://www.famiJie-bloemer.deJgene/ -lists ofemigrants from the Southern part of Oldenburg, known as 
‘Oldenburger Muensterland’ (predominantly Catholic) 
• http://vvww.auswanderungdelmenhorst.de/-Emigrants from the district ofDelmenhorst 
• 
Rheinland 
• http://www.roots-in-germany.de/-check under “Rheinland_Pfalz for links to various emigrant lists 
• http://www2.geneaiogy .11etlvereinei ArOe We/englischlindex-e.htm -emigrants:from the Westerwald 
region 
• http://www.genealogienetz.de/vereine/wgff/trierlindex.htmJ -emigrants from the former 
Regierungsbezirk Trier 1700-1900, click on ,,ABC-Listen”, then choose .,Auswanderer” 

Sachsen               
               http://www.beepworld.de/members81/saxonforefathers/index.htm -lists names and date of emigration, 
but not town oforigin. Further information can be requested from site owner.

 Schaumburg-Lippe 
           htpp://www.blume-gen.del -click on “Scbaumburger Auswanderer” to link to a list of emigrants from 
Schaumburg-Lippe 
•                                                                                                                                                         
Schleswig-Holstein 
• http://www.genealogy-sh.coml-Listing of some emigrants from Schleswig-Holstein. 
• http://www.genea!ogy-sh.comldithm/index.htm -Emigrants from the Dithmarschen area in Schleswig-
Holstein, Germany 1868-1920, in German. 
• http://www.rootdigger.de/EmLhtm emigrants from Schleswig-Holstein [commercial. searching of list is 
free. emigrant’s place of origin provided by compiler upon fee payment]. 
• http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.eom/-ccho/fohr/wctoe.htm -emigrants and genealogy 
of the island of Foehr 
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Thueringen 
• http://www.mogenweb.orglcooper/-This website includes separate data bases for emigrants from Sachsen-

Coburg, Sachsen-Kronach, and Sachsen-Meiningen. Click on “Cooper County in the left-side menu bar 
and go to “immigration”. 

Westfalen 
• http://www.routes.delJinksammlungl004NW.htm -links to lists of emigrants from the area of      modem-
day Nordrhein-Westfalen.-a good collection. 
http://www.amerikanetz.de/-resources for emigration from Westfalen. includes various articles. links to sources 
on CD-Rom, and books.
 Wittgenstein 
             http://www.genealogienetz.de/regINRHE-WFNWittgenstein/emigration/
auswandererlistenemigrantlistsiindex.php  web pages with lists of emigrants from the Wittgenstein 
principalities, history of emigration, and other resources. 
http://www.herbert-klose.de/Auswanderer.html-emigrants from Wittgenstein -link collection 

Wuerttemberg 
       http://www.auswanderer-bw.delauswanderer/-data base of emigrants from Baden and 

Wuerttemberg, known as “Glatzle” collection. 

LISTS OF EMIGRANTS FROM INDIVIDUAL TOWNS 

• http://.vww.appeleshofde/lnhaltiauswand/index.htm -emigrants from Gechingen, Wuerttemberg 
• http://www.daverden.de/auswanderer _liste.php -Emigrants from Daverden, Northern Germany. 
• http://w\vw.waiste.delW-Auf-AW.html-emigrants from Wuesten, Germany, up to 1900 
• http://w.vw-.1ang-germany.de/Archiv/Auswanderer/auswanderer.htm -lists of emigrants  emigrants from 
Neuhausen ob Eck 
• http://members.aon.atlmgvriedlingsdorf/awverz.htm emigrants from Riedlingsdorf 

• 
This is an abbreviated handout. The unabridged version can be found at. https://wik.familyseareh.orglen/lntemet 
Resources for Finding 19th Century German Emigrants 

@ June 2008 by Intellectual Reserve, Inc. All right<> reserved. 
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Writing Family History:
 A Gift for Generations to Come

Duane Roen, Professor of English
Head, Interdisciplinary and Liberal Studies

Coordinator, Project for Writing and Recording Family History
School of Letters and Sciences

Arizona State University

duane.roen@asu.edu,   480-727-6513

Offering Helpful Feedback
1. This resonates with me: 

2. I like . . . .

3. Questions:

4. Suggestions:
A Memorable Family Member

1. List a few family members who evoke the most memories for you—memories that you’d like to share with 
your siblings, cousins, children, and/or grandchildren.

2. Choose one of these family members: __________________________________________

3. What did this person look like?

4. What roles did this person play in the family?

5. What are some words, phrases, or common expressions that you associate with this person?

6. What kinds of activities did you do with this person?

7. What did this person like to do most in life?

8. Where did you like to go with this person, or what did you like to do with this person?

9. What is the single most memorable event that you associate with this person?

10. What feelings come to mind when you think of this person?
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A Memorable Family Event
1. List a few family events that hold the most memories for you?

2. Choose one of these events: ______________________________

3. When did this event occur?

4. Where did this event occur?

5. Who participated in this event?

6. How did you participate in this event? What was your role?

7. How have your thoughts about this event changed over time?

8. What is the significance of this event to you?

9. What is the significance of this event to other family members?

A Memorable Family Place

1. List a few places that have the most family memories for you.

2. Choose one of these places: _______________________________________ 

3. What do you see when you look around in this place?

4. What smells do you associate with this place?

5. What sounds do you associate with this place?

6. What family members come to mind when you think of this place?

7. What are some family activities or events that have occurred in this place?

8. What feelings do you associate with this place?

9. What is most memorable about this place for you?
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Biographical/Autobiographical Poem

Here’s the form:

Line 1: (First name)
Line 2: (Several traits of this person)
Line 3: (Relationship to someone else)
Line 4: Who loves (several people or things)
Line 5: Who feels

Line 6: Who needs
Line 7: Who fears
Line 8: Who gives
Line 9: Who would like to see
Line 10: Resident of 
Line 11: (Last name)

Here’s an example:
Doris,
Norwegian, Swedish, Dutch, and English in her ancestry;
Daughter of Walter and Lucille (Bystrom) Bennett, wife of Harley;
Who loved spending time in the country, cooking for a threshing crew, and walking for hours;
Who felt happiest when she was talking with friends and family;
Who needed a cure for a disease that robs far too many minds;
Who feared snakes and swimming holes;
Who freely gave her time to children with special needs;
Who wanted to see an end to suffering and pain in the world;
Lifelong resident of Pierce and St. Croix counties in Wisconsin;
Roen.
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Alternate Death Information:
 Funeral and Cemetery Research

By Betty Cook

I. Types of Cemeteries
 A. Public
 B. Private/Commercial
 C. Church
 D. Family
 E. Abandoned

II. Why Visit a Cemetery
 A. Birth, Marriage & Death Information
 B. Religion
 C. Nativity
 D. Fraternal Organization/Ornamentation
 E. Soldier
 F. Nearby Family
 G. Sextant

III. You Do No Know Where They Are Buried
 A. Funeral Home Card
 B. Obituary
 C. Probate Record
 D. Church Record
 E. Internet
 F. Death Record in Courthouse

IV. How do You Locate Funeral Homes and Cemeteries
 A. USGS Maps/GPS
 B Cemetery Directories
 C. Funeral Home Directories
 D. City Directories (at time of the event)
 E. Historical Societies/Genealogy Societies
 F. Libraries (LOC, State, Local)
 G. Phone Book
 H. Obituary
 I. Military (Nat’l Archives & Footnote/Fold 3)
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 J. U. S. Genweb/county
 K. Internet
 L. Books (including phonebook)
 M. Deceased last known address
 N. Deceased religion
 O. Ask Old timers

V. Other Sources
 A. Census Mortality
 B. Bible
 C. Coroners Record (died of suspicious nature)

Bibliography

Websites:

www.interment.net
www.daddezio.com/cemetery/
www.findagrave.com/index.html
www.usgs.gov 
www.usgenweb.org
www.cyndislist.com/cemetery/htm
www.funeralnet.com
www.jewishgen.org/cemetery

Books:

Carmack, Sharon DeBartolo. Your Guide to Cemetery Research. Cincinnati, Ohio: Betterway 
Books. 2002.

Keister, Douglas. Stories in Stone. New York, N.Y.:MJF Books. 2004.

Ludwig, Allan I. Graven Images. Hanover, N. H. :University Press of New England. 1966

Luti, Vincent, F. Mallet & Chisel. Boston, Massachusetts. :New England Historic Genealogical 
Society. 2002.                                                                                                                           
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COURTHOUSE RESEARCH

Edie Sly

Marriage licenses, returns, surety bonds

Land records – deeds, mortgages, plat maps

Probate records – petitions, administration, wills, guardianship, bonds, 
 inventory, final disposition

Civil Court records – plaintiff indexes, defendant indexes, dockets, 
 incompetence and insanity cases,  judgments, divorces

Coroner’s records

Criminal Court records – dockets, defendant indexes, plaintiff is usually 
 government entity, such as state or county or town

Items MAYBE Found in the County Courthouse

Cemetery records

Indenture and Apprenticeship records

License applications – business, occupation, etc.

Marks and brands

Military records – discharges

Naturalization records

Order books
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Poll books

Poor house or county poor farm

Road Maintenance records

Vital records – births and deaths

Tips on Courthouse Research

DO NOT tell workers at the courthouse your family history!  You’re wasting their time and they 
don’t care.

DO  come prepared.  Know what records are available in this courthouse and for what time 
period.

DO find out in advance what the hours are.  Do they close for lunch?  Are there local holidays 
when they might be closed?  

DO NOT bring too much “stuff”.  Bring what you need to proceed with the research you are 
there for.  

DO bring pencils and paper and perhaps  paper clips.    You don’t want to ask for basic supplies 
from the clerks.

DO dress appropriately.  You don’t have to wear a business suit, but you certainly don’t want 
to wear flip-flops, shorts and a tank top.  A skirt and blouse for women and slacks and  shirt for 
men.

DO NOT spread out everywhere.  There may not be much space available for you to work.  A 
clip board may serve you well.
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What’s in a Name?
Shirley Gage Hodges

14850 23 Mile Rd.
Albion, MI 49224-9508

e-mail:  genealogyshirl@gmail.com
Phone #s:  (517) 629-2945 (MI),  (480) 671-9156 (AZ) & (517) 712-0126 (cell)

It is always interesting to think about why we might have the names that we do.   

United States naming patterns

•	 standard names
•	 period names
•	 fad names
•	 virtue names
•	 Biblical names
•	 regional popularity for some names

Naming Pattern Used in early 1800s

First-born son   named for Father’s Father
Second-born son   named for Mother’s Father
Third-born son   named for Father
Fourth-born son   named for Father’s eldest brother

First-born daughter   named for Mother’s Mother
Second-born daughter  named for Father’s Mother
Third-born daughter   named for Mother
Fourth-born daughter  named for Mother’s eldest sister

You will find many families who did not follow these patterns.  Possible reasons might be:

•	 families simply did not keep with tradition
•	 child might be named after respected relative
•	 child might be named after someone who had money to leave
•	 husband and wife might be cousins 
•	 child might be named after prominent person
•	 small name pool

Many people are called by nicknames.    It is important to learn those that are common and those that are less 
common.

Many people have changed their names at some point in their lives.  It is imperative that we learn to keep an 
open mind in this regard.
Questions to be considered:
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•	 Was the name changed legally?
•	 Did the name get changed at Ellis Island?
•	 Did the name get changed because of improper spelling?

Sources:

U. S. Surname Distribution web page:  http://www.hamrick.com/names/

Genealogy articles written for Global Gazette: 

http://globalgenealogy.com/globalgazette/authors/authsh.htm

Things to Think About

I would like to share some of the following thoughts with you.   When you find yourself getting discouraged 
with your progress keep these in mind.   When the author was known, credit has been given to them.

You can’t leave your footprints on the sands of time while sitting down.

A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.--Chinese Proverb

I will study and get ready, and maybe my chance will come.--Abraham Lincoln

Beware of a half-truth--you may have gotten the wrong half.

Whether you think you can or think you can’t -- you’re right. --Henry	Ford

Be like a duck, calm on the surface, but always paddling like the dickens underneath.--Michael Caine

Opportunity is missed by most people because it is dressed in overalls and looks like work.--Thomas Edison

Experience is what allows us to repeat our mistakes, only with more finesse!	--Derwood	Fincher

Ability is what you’re capable of doing. Motivation determines what you do. Attitude determines how well you 
do it.--Lou Holtz

A man must be big enough to admit his mistakes, smart enough to profit from them, and strong enough to 
correct them.--John C. Maxwell

Character consists of what you do on the third and fourth tries.--James A. Michener
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Germans from Russia

Steve Packer

Introduction 

In 1762, Sophie Fredericke Auguste von Anhalt-Zerbst, a 
German native of Stettin, displaced her husband Peter III and 
took the vacant Russian imperial throne, assuming the name 
of Catherine II. “Catherine the Great” published manifestos in 
1762 and 1763 inviting Europeans, (except Jews) to immigrate 
and farm Russian lands while maintaining their language and 
culture. Germans responded in particularly large numbers due 
to poor conditions in their home regions. Germans continued 
to migrate into Russian territories after Catherine’s death, 
sometimes at the invitation of other Czars. Other Germans, 
especially those in Volhynia, arrived because of the availability 
of cheap land. 

Although the above describes the beginnings of major 
German migration into Russia, it should also be noted that 
many Germans lived there prior to the time of Catherine. 
For example, a German Lutheran church was established in 
Irkutsk, Siberia in the early 1700s. Most of these Germans 
were probably associated with trades such as mining, lumber, 
etc., the professions such as medicine or legal, as well as 
the arts. Those that came at the invitation of Catherine were 
farmers needed to develop the vast steppes. 

Germans from Russia were the most traditional of German-speaking arrivals. They were Germans who had 
lived for generations throughout the Russian Empire, but especially along the Volga River in Russia. Their 
ancestors had come from all over the German-speaking world, invited by Catherine the Great in 1762 and 
1763 to settle and introduce more advanced German agriculture methods to rural Russia. They had been 
promised by the manifesto of their settlement the ability to practice their respective Christian denominations, 
retain their culture and language, and retain immunity from conscription for them and their descendants. 
As time passed, the Russian monarchy gradually eroded the ethnic German population’s relative autonomy. 
Conscription eventually was reinstated; this was especially harmful to the Mennonites, who practice pacifism. 
Throughout the 19th century pressure increased from the Russian government to culturally assimilate. Many 
Germans from Russia found it necessary to emigrate to avoid conscription and preserve their culture. About 
100,000 immigrated by 1900, settling primarily in the Dakotas, Kansas and Nebraska. The south-central part 
of North Dakota was known as “the German-Russian triangle”. A smaller number moved farther west, finding 
employment as ranchers and cowboys.

The largest groups settled mainly in the area of the Great Plains; Alberta, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan in 
Canada; and North Dakota, Kansas and nearby areas in the US. Outside that area, they also settled in Iowa, 
Michigan, Minnesota, New York, Oregon, Washington, Wisconsin, and Fresno County in California’s Central 
Valley. They often succeeded in dryland farming, which they had practiced in Russia. Many of the immigrants 
who arrived between 1870 and 1912 spent a period doing farm labor, especially in northeastern Colorado and in 
Montana along the lower Yellowstone River in sugar beet fields.
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Generally, you must know the specific town in Russia or Ukraine where your ancestor was born before 
beginning research for Germans in Russia or Ukraine. This information is most often found in United States, 
Canada or other New World sources. 

Opportunities for genealogical research about Germans from Russia are sometimes limited because— 
• Some records have been destroyed, lost, or moved to hard-to-locate, private collections. 
• Some records are restricted from public use. 
• Some records are hard to use or read. 
• Some record keepers may be unable or or willing to search the records for you. 

Despite these obstacles, there are other sources you can use to find ancestors who were Germans from Russia. 
Tracing Immigrant Origins can help you identify an 
immigrant ancestor’s original hometown. It introduces 
the principles, search strategies, and additional record 
types you can use. 

German colonists resting in their travel to a destination 
village near Kamianets-Podilskyi (now the Ukraine).

From 1880 to 1920 more than twenty-five million 
immigrants, many from Austria-Hungary, Russia, and 
the Ukraine, were attracted to the United States and 
Canada. 

Finding the Country and City of Origin

Records that generally provide the country of origin 
include the U.S. censuses beginning in 1850, Canadian censuses, biographies, death records, obituaries, 
naturalization declarations or petitions, pre-1883 passenger lists, and military records. These records do not 
usually list the exact town that the ancestor came from. 

Before you can effectively search the records of another country, you need to know the name of the city or town 
your immigrant ancestor came from. Clues about an ancestors’ town of origin are found in various sources, 
including diaries and other records in your family’s possession. You may find the town of origin in family and 
local histories, church records, obituaries, marriage records, death records, tombstones, passports (particularly 
since the 1860s), passenger lists (particularly those after 1883), and applications for naturalization. 

The Stumpp Transcription List on Odessa3 .org gives a list of immigrants to Russia and the towns where they 
lived.

Einwandererkartei, 1939-1945; 1939 Resettlement Records

An index of appropximately 2.9 million cards to pedigrees recorded by the EWZ (Einwanderungszentralstelle) 
(Immigration Control Center) of German immigrants returning from Russia, Latvia, Estonia, Yugoslavia, 
Ukraine, Bulgaria, and France. E (Einwanderung) or emigration cards were filled out for every immigrant 15 
and above and G (Gesundheit) or health cards for those over age 6. The cards list name, place and date of birth, 
religion, marital status, education, profession, professional training, citizenship, and all relatives in the same 
group of immigrants. The cards are arranged in alphagbetical order based on name pronunciation rather than 
spelling. The collection is known as EWZ57. It serves as an index to the Pedigrees EWZ58 (Stammblätter). 
Use the case number from the card to locate the pedigree (see Stammblätter, 1939-1945 / Deutschland. 
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Einwanderzentralstelle), which are filed in case number order. 
Subjects 
Germany - Poland - Lithuania - Latvia - Estonia - Russia - France - Emigration and immigration - Indexes

Passenger Arrival Records

Passenger arrival records can help you determine when an ancestor arrived and the ports of departure and 
arrival. They can also be used to identify family and community members who arrived together as well as the 
country they came from. 

FHL has the Library of Congress’ collection of Berlin Documents Center microfilms which include some 
Germans from Russia. The Odessa German Russian Digital Online Library described in the “Archives and 
Libraries” page includes a paper describing how to use this collection. 

Deutsches Ausland-Institut (Stuttgart). Auswandererkartei der Rußlanddeutschen nach Brasilien: 1870-1940 
(Emigrant index of Russian-Germans in Brazil). Salt Lake City: Genealogical Society of Utah, 1988. (FHL film 
1552796). Alphabetical name index often showing birthdate, place, deathdate, place, age, spouses, children, 
religion, homeland, date of emigration, profession, and sources. 

Haury, David A. Index to Mennonite Immigrants on United States Passenger Lists, 1872-1904. North Newton, 
Kans.: Mennonte Library and Archives, 1986. (FHL book 973 W22ha). Transcripts showing ships, ports, names, 
ages, and occupations, with index of 15,000 individuals. Includes many Germans from Russia. 

Some emigrant groups may have brought their records with them when they left Russia. Thus, the vital records 
of a few of these colonies, especially Mennonite colonies, might be in collections in the United States and 
Canada. If you are looking for Mennonite records, check with the Mennonite congregation in North America 
where the family first settled. 

North Dakota received many immigrant German-Russians from the Kherson provinces of Russia. Their pattern 
of settlement in this country is directly related to their pattern of settlement in Russia. Catholic families from 
the Beresan region and many from Crimea settled in Stark county, North Dakota. Catholic families from the 
Katschurgan and Leibenthal regions settled in Emmons, Logan, and McIntosh counties. In many cases, the 
original Catholic immigrants recorded their heritage in the records of the new Catholic parish in North Dakota. 
When researching the genealogy of German-Russian Catholic families from North Dakota, it is important to 
determine where they originally settled in North Dakota. The records of the Catholic parish in that place will 
then help in tracing your ancestry. Priests are usually happy to help those who wish to research the records in 
person and may help by correspondence. Remember that in some cases the records of one parish may have 
been consolidated with those of another parish. For those whose ancestors settled in Stark county, considerable 
research has already been done and the information written up. 

Odessa3.org
http://odessa3.org/
Odessa is a digital library dedicated to the cultural and family history of the millions of Germans who emigrated 
to Russia in the 1800s and their descendants, who are now scattered throughout the world.
The Odessa document collection consists primarily of digitized books and records plus indexes of microfilms 
and research aids that enable users to trace individual and family migrations since the early 1800s.

Odessa is made freely available by the author, Roger Ehrich, on whose server the library resides.
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Odessa3.org Collections:
•	 AHSGR Bibliography

AHSGR library holdings and Journal index.
•	 Articles

Genealogical articles, standards, forms, and copyright law.
•	 The Bessarabian Collection

General resources for Bessarabian research, including Dale Wahl’s Bessarabian Index, the Christian 
Fiess Index, and the Koblenz Exodus Questionnaires/Forms Index.

•	 Cemetery Records
Inventories of US cemeteries.

•	 Census Records
US Census records of German-Russians and Russian Mennonite census records between 1795 and 1814.

•	 Church Records
US and foreign church records.

•	 Compilations
Other genealogical compilations.

•	 Family Histories
Family history compilations not in GEDCOM format.

•	 GEDCOM Files
Compressed GEDCOM files and browsable listings made with the GEDLIST program.

•	 GRHS Bibliography
GRHS Library Holdings and Heritage Review index.

•	 Immigration, Migration, Naturalization, and Ship Records

•	 Land Records
Land Records including plat map indices and information about early land holdings in parts of the US. 
Also information about landowners and holdings in Prussia and Poland.

•	 Newsletters
Newsletters are available for the towns of Frank and Brunnental, Bessarabia, and Hoffnungstal.

•	 Newspapers
Extractions from the Java Herald, Java, SD, after 1930.

•	 Obituaries

•	 Photographs

•	 Programs
A collection of networking software and tools for preparing, searching, and viewing ASCII library 
documents.

•	 References
Reference information for researchers, including place name indices.
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•	 Research Sources
Cross reference lists that give source documents that contain information about particular surnames. 
Topical indices to the literature.

•	 St. Petersburg Archives
Information extracted from the Protestant Archives in St. Petersburg.

•	 Town History Books
Digital versions of town and regional anniversary, jubilee, and centennial books obtained by OCR.

•	 Village Compilations
Compilations of the genealogies of individual GR villages, church records from individual villages, and 
other related documents.

•	 Village Histories
Compilations of individual village histories through the Village History Project and Dorfberichte from 
the 1940s.

•	 War Documents
DAI Reports, EWZ Applications, Village Reports

American Historical Society of Germans from Russia
http://www.ahsgr.org/

AHSGR is dedicated to the discovery, collection, preservation and dissemination of information related to the 
history, cultural history and genealogy of the Germanic Settlers in the Russian Empire and their descendants. 
Some of the information is available in the AHSGR Library and vault and as time and resources are available is 
being made available for research on the Internet. 

Many of the research items are available as items that have been published and may be purchased from the 
AHSGR store or from a private researcher. For now, some of the listing on the Internet will be a description of 
material in the AHSGR Library and vault that can be examined while you are at Lincoln. These materials have 
been acquired by bequest, purchase, gift, accepted on loan or the publication has been funded by AHSGR.

Family Search Learn
There are many articles in this section of “Familysearch.org” on Germans from Russia and resources for 
completing your reseach.
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“Grandfather’s Trunk”

                   Bill Atkinson

“Grandfather’s Trunk” is a light hearted talk about that old trunk you may find in the 
attic, some of the items in that trunk and a few research tips they may contain. 

Not all trunks will have that stack of documents that will give you all the information you 
need to complete your family tree but you may find some items that may provide a clue 
to help with putting some meat on the bones of your family history.  

Looking into a trunk you should be able to sort out four groups of items.

 Treasures - Something of great value, to keep as precious. 

 Keepsakes - Something keep as a momento.

 Stuff - A group of miscellaneous objects, items or articles. 

 Trash - Something worth little or nothing - unwanted or undesired – JUNK

REMEMBER, One person’s Treasure is another person’s Junk.

It is our job as Genealogist to sort out things and look for every clue possible such as:

Names
Dates

     Places
      Times
       Events
        Living Conditions
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Items we will be looking at include:

o The Family Bible 
o Diaries & Journals
o Family Record Book
o Photographs
o Letters
o Baby Books
o Funeral Home Record Book
o Funeral Cards
o Pins
o Tools
o Military Items
	Dog Tags
	Uniforms and Patches
	Trench Art

o War Ration Books
o Postcards
o Newspapers
o Post Cards
o Drinking Glasses
o Socks

Some of these things are true Treasures others are pure Junk but they all may just 
have that clue that could help you solve a brick wall problem.
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NEWSPAPERS RESEARCH
Chris Seggerman

Arizona State Library, Archives and Public Records
January 28, 2012

Basic Considerations
- Determine the time and place your ancestor lived.  This will help you find the right paper.
- If there doesn’t seem to be a newspaper, look for later newspapers in the same time or nearby publications.
- The smaller the town, the more important each person is to the newspaper.
- Try to see as much of the newspaper around the time you want, as possible.

Errors in Newspapers?
- Information passes through many hands before the paper ever “hits the stands”, multiplying the chance for 
human error.
- Sources may relay incomplete, inaccurate or even false information to the paper, intentionally or 
unintentionally.
- If something seemed drastically wrong, check the next issue or next few issues for corrections.  

Begin at the End!  Obituaries!
- Obituaries generally summarize the high points of a person’s life and vital information: date and place of 
birth, weddings, children, profession, places lived, church affiliation, fraternal organization affiliation, surviving 
relatives and deceased relatives.  Also there may be funeral details including pallbearers, funeral home and 
cemetery.
- If a death was newsworthy, it may show up in different places than on the obituary page.

Death Notices
- Death notices precede obituaries and newspapers get this information first.
- Weekly papers will probably print the notice first, then the obituary at the earliest opportunity.

Engagements and Weddings
- One or both may be found in newspapers.
- Information includes full name of both parties and sometimes parents, possibly name of church and minister 
and people who attended the wedding.

Birth Announcements
- Birth announcements became more popular after the early 1900s.  Usually list parents and modern papers tend 
to list birth weight and length.
- Sometimes these come with a picture, depending on the paper and the ability to get the picture in before the 
deadline.
                                                                          Anniversaries
- Newspaper articles usually mark 25th or 50th anniversaries.
- This may be a story or may be a display advertisement.
- If there was a family gathering around the anniversary, it could show other family members or allied families.
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Divorces
- May give the wife’s maiden name - a sometimes difficult piece of information to find.

News Items
- Family members may be mentioned in news stories.
- Sometimes, an obituary may point the way to a story regarding an untimely or unusual death.

Feature Stories
- Feature stories are longer pieces about a subject or individual.
- These are sometimes called “Human Interest” stories.
- They may have biographical information that goes beyond that in obituaries and other sources.

Business
- Did your ancestor own a business or pursue a trade?
- Businesses often advertise.  However, there may be stories about them in the news or business section.  

Military News
- Military organizations send news items back to hometowns.
- People joining the military may send news items into their local paper.

Crime!
- Newspapers consistently report on crime.  
- Your ancestor may be a victim or perpetrator!

Legal Notices
- Governments are often required to submit legal notices in the local “paper of record.”
- This includes Notice of Estate Settlements or Notice of Sheriff’s Sale.

Ethnic and Foreign Language Newspapers
- These contain immigration news including ship arrivals, passenger auctions, advertisements for missing 
friends and relatives and news of visitors from the homeland.
- These articles give a perspective on immigrant life.

Internet Websites
- United States Newspaper Program www.neh.gov/projects/usnp.html has links to information on each state.
- World Cat www.worldcat.org is a catalog with material from more than 10,000 libraries.

Digital Newspapers
- Many institutions are moving towards online access of newspaper collections.
- In May 2005, the Library of Congress and the National Endowment for the Humanities began developing a 
project to digitize newspapers.
- Chronicling America http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/ is the site from the National Digital Newspaper 
Program.
- Chronicling America newspapers run from 1836-1922.  
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Thars Gold in Them Thar Hills

Shirley Gage Hodges
14850 23 Mile Rd.

Albion, MI 49224-9508
e-mail:  genealogyshirl@hotmail.com

Phone #s:  (517) 629-2945 (MI),  (480) 671-9156 (AZ) & (517) 712-0126 (cell)

The California Gold Rush created a frenzy among people of all walks of life.   To forty-niners and those 
following, no expression characterized the California gold rush more than the words “seeing the 
elephant.” Those planning to travel west announced they were “going to see the elephant.” Those 
turning back claimed they had seen the “elephant’s tracks” or the “elephant’s tail,” and confessed 
they’d seen more than enough of the animal.

Types of Travel to California:

By Ship

By Land
•	 Overland Trail
•	 Hand Cart or Wheel barrow
•	 Walking

Effects of men leaving the other parts of the country

•	 Some 80,000 prospectors poured into California during 1849 from all areas of the country.
•	 One-fifth of the voting population of Plymouth, Mass. went to the gold fields.
•	 By the end of 1849, 90 vessels had left Atlantic ports and the sailing dates of 70 more had been posted

Types of People Who Went to the Gold Fields:

•	 Miners
•	 Business People
•	 Women – last but not least

What They Found When They Arrived:

•	 Most camps and mining towns were canvas tents or wooden buildings.
•	 There was a shortage of money.  Most people brought supplies but few thought to bring much in the way of 

money.  Trade was conducted in gold dust.
•	 When they arrived, they could not afford essential supplies because basic supplies and tools were very 

frequently sold at highly inflated prices.
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How it Changed California

•	 In early 1857, there was a threat of recession in the U. S.  Part of the problem came because of the delay of 
gold shipments from California.

•	 Before the Gold Rush the population was around 18,000 and the inhabitants were mostly Spanish speaking 
people including missionaries and Native Americans.    By 1853 there were over 300,000 people living in 
California.

•	 Along with gold, California offered land.   Many people stayed and helped settle the country.

How to find our ancestors who went to the good fields:

•	 Family albums
•	 Letters written home
•	 Diaries and journals
•	 Hometown newspapers published during the period
•	 Census records
•	 Town and county histories
•	 Read books about that period

Suggested Readings: 

Axon, Gordon V. 1976.  The California Gold Rush.  New York:  Mason/Charter.

Hittell, Theodore H. 1897. History of California, Vol. II.  San Francisco : N.J. Stone & Co.

Holliday, J. S. 1981. The World Rushed In.  A Touchstone Book.

Knower, Daniel.  1894.  The adventures of a forty-niner. An historic description of California, with 
events and ideas of San Francisco and its people in those early days.  Albany, Weed-Parsons Printing 
Co.

Levy, JoAnn, 1990.  They Saw the Elephant: Women in the California Gold Rush.  University of Oklahoma 
Press

Mattes, Merrill J.  1969.  The great Platte River road: the covered wagon mainline via Fort Kearny to 
Fort Laramie.  Lincoln:  Nebraska State Historical Society.

Seidman, Laurence.  1976.  The fools of ‘49: the California gold rush, 1848-1856.  

New York : Knopf : distributed by Random House. 

Stellman, Louis J.  1934.  Mother lode; the story of California’s Gold Rush.  San Francisco, Calif., Harr 
Wagner publishing company

Zanjani, Sally. 1997. A Mine of Her Own: Women Prospectors in the American West, 1850 - 1950 (Paperback).  
Lincoln:   Nebraska University Press.


